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TH U R SD A Y, APRIL 1, 1909. W HOLE NUMBER, 1760
A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY,
S B . H O R N IN G , M. D .,
Practising Physician,
noLL EG EV ILL E, Pa. Telephone in office. 
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
M
Y . W E B E R , M . D .,
W . S C H E U R E N ’S
SHAVING PARLOR,
COLLEGEYILLE, PA.
t3f" S e c o n d  D o o r  A b o v e  R a i lr o a d .
Finest grades of CIO A11S and TOBACCO 
always on hand.
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Hours : U ntil 9 
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. 17.
H E N R Y  B O W E R ,





Bell ’Phone 23 z.
H ours, 8 to  9 
2 to  8 
7 to  8
Telephones, Bell 301-z 
Keystone 169 
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
D A R IE L  H . A N D E R S ,
Real Estate Bought, Sold 
and Exchanged.
D
R . H .  D . C O R N IS H ,
DENTIST,
• COLLEGEYILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas 
administered. Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81, Bell ’Phone, 87Y.
M s  a«4 M is Boibt aai Sol
INSURANCE EFFECTED.
Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467, 
NORRISTOWN, PA.
D
R . F R A N K  B R A N D R R T H ,  
(Successor to Hr. Okas, Kyckman,)
DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at 
honest prices.
M
A V N E  R . L O N G S T R E T H ,
Attorney-at-Law,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 718 Croier Build- 
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa-
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928. 
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
HOUSEKEEPERS
will find it to their advantage to in­
spect my stock of COOK STOVES 
RANGES, and PARLOR HEATERS. 
I handle none but the best and study to 
please my patrons. Every stove, range 
and heater is guaranteed and must give 
entire satisfaction.
SPECIAL ATTENTION given to tin­
roofing, spouting, and all kinds of repair­
ing in tinsmith work. Milk cans sold anc 
repaired.
Your patronage will be appreciated.
C .  P O L E Y ,
L IM E R IC K  S Q U A R E , P A .
H
A R Y E Y  L  8H O M O ,
Attorney-at- Law,
881 SW EDE STB EET, NORRISTOW N, PA. 
RESID EN C E—ROYERSFORD.
Both ’Phones,
R Y P T O
I nV P°CAL
H
H U B ER T U. M OORE,
Attorney-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BU IL D IN G , 
306 Swede S t.. Norristown, Pa 
Bell and Keystone ’Phones. 6-16.
J O S E P H  S . K R A T Z ,
Attorney-at- Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BU IL D IN G , 18th 




The only near-and-far glasses 
that can be universally worn 
without discomfort, and without 
that suggestively “old” appear­
ance. Bifocals that look and 
wear like plain glasses, but give 
you perfect double service.
EVERYTHING OPTICAL.
A. B. PARKER, Optician
210 DeKALB STREET. 
I S T O R R I S T O W N .
orten duplicated this "performance.
Chamounl, a celebrated Russian sal­
amander, who called himself “the In­
combustible,” used to go Into an oven 
and stay while a leg of mutton was 
roasted there, not coming out until the 
meat was well done. He eventually 
lost his life In one of these perform­
ances.
Fever Is a rise of temperature above 
the normal level. This rise Is seldom 
beyond 106 degrees. Mental and nerv­
ous influences may so act for a time as 
to disorder the control of the ther- 
motaxic nerve center and cause fever.
It Is Interesting to note some of the 
high temperatures which are on med­
ical record as having actually occurred 
In certain diseases. Guy’s hospital In 
London records the case of a hyster­
ical woman afflicted with tuberculosis 
of one lung who showed 120 degrees.
At a meeting of the Association of 
American Physicians in 1895 Dr. Ja­
cobi of New York reported a patient 
In whom fever reached the almost in­
credible figure of 148 degrees F. This 
case occurred in a hysterical fireman 
who had suffered a severe injury from 
a fall.
In the discussion which followed the 
report of this case among the members 
of the association Dr. Welch of Balti­
more referred to a condition of hyper- 
thermy that had come to his knowl­
edge in which the temperature was 
recorded as 171 degrees F. Of course 
such exceedingly high temperatures 
are of only short duration or death 
would ensue.
Fever Is not the only disturbance 
which may alter temperature. Certain 
conditions, especially those due to dis­
eases like tuberculosis, acute alcohol­
ism, melancholia, convalescence from 
fevers, poisoning from various drugs, 
and so forth, may cause the bodily 
warmth to become subnormal. In­
juries and surgical shock also origi­
nate the same effect. Starvation al­
ways Induces a gradual fall.
Low temperatures are always dan­
gerous, and unless a reaction quickly 
ensues, by aid of relief m easures,'a 
fatal termination may be expected. 
The lowest recorded during life that 
may be regarded as reliable Is one re­
ported by Duffy In which the ther­
mometer registered 84 degrees F. 
Death ensued the following day.
The body, however, can withstand 
extreme cold more readily than It can 
extreme heat before the regulating 
center becomes disordered, and so, 
other things being equal, freezing to 
death Is not as common In cold cli­
mates as sunstroke Is In warm.
0 ,
L . E V A N S ,
Attorney-at- Law,
888 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 98. Keystone ’Phone, 87.
T H O M A S H A L L M A N ,
HEAT OF THE 0001,
Climatic Variations Do Not Affect 
internal Conditions.
Attorney-at- Law,
828 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA .
Will be at his branch office in Odd Fellows’ 
Building, Collegeville, Pa., every evening 
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6. 
1-26.
MAN’S NORMAL TEMPERATURE
J  STROUD WEB HR,
Attorney-at- Law,
Njo. 6 EAST A IR Y  ST., NORRISTOW N.
Can be consulted every evening at his resi­
dence in Evanshurg. Both ’phones. 11-20
F U H N l P K I H L t W
Odd Problems With Which Courts 
Have Had to Wrestle.
A QUEER QUESTION OF T IM E
u . S . G . F IN K B 1 N E R ,
Real Estate and Insurance,
LOANS and INVESTM ENTS, NOTARY  
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
fO H N  J . R A D U L IF F ,
Painter and Paper Hanger
MAIN STREET (near borough line) COL­
LEGEVILLE, PA. Contracts taken and good 
work and material-guaranteed. Full line wall 
paper and paint for sale.
E . S. POLEY,
Contractor .and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction. 
Estimates cheerfully furnished. 6-28
F . S. KOONS,
SOHW ENKSVILLE, PA.
Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging,Stone, etp. Estimates furnished, work con* traded at lowest prices. lloot
T T U W A R D  D A V ID ,
Ei Painter and
Paper-Hanger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Samples of paper
always on hand.
It Is 98.6 Degrees When Taken Under 
the Tongue Whether One Lives In 
the Arctic Regions or In the Tropics. 
Some Record Fever Temperatures.
The normal temperature of a human 
being is generally given as 98.6 de­
grees, but the statement must be slight­
ly qualified. I t is the normal temper­
ature when taken by placing the ther­
mometer under the tongue or in the 
armpit or the groin.
The surface temperature of the head, 
hands or abdomen varies from 96 de­
grees to 93 degrees or even lower. That 
of the internal regions may go up to 
102.2 degrees, that being the average 
heat of the blood circulating In the 
liver and spme other organs.
But 98.6 degrees is called the normal 
temperature of a human being, and it 
doesn’t matter whether he lives In the 
desert of Sahara or in Greenland, ac­
cording to a writer in the Technical 
World. Awake or asleep, a t work or 
just loafing, a man’s temperature re­
mains practically at this level.
When It varies more than the fraction 
of a degree It is because the heat reg­
ulating mechanism is disarranged by 
disease or by abnormal conditions of 
some so rt Excessively high measures 
of heat flaay be borne for several min­
utes by an individual without raising 
his temperature more than a fraction 
of a degree. Persons who sometimes 
are styled human salamanders have 
given exhibitions of their ability to 
stand high temperatures.
There is an authentic case recorded 
of Martinez, the so called French sala­
mander, a baker by trade, who exposed 
himself to high temperatures from boy­
hood. He remained in an oven erected 
in the Tivoli gardens for fourteen min­
utes when the temperature in it was 
338 degrees. His pulse on entering 
was seventy-six a minute and had 
reached 130 when he came out He
Curious Provision in an Eccentrlo 
Man’s Will Upon Which Hangs the 
Settlement of an Estate—Are Duck 
Eggs Eggs, and Is Skimmilk Mflkt
One of the strangest problems ever 
submitted to the decision of the law 
was that growing out of the disposi­
tion of the property of an Englishman, 
the father of twin sons. It appears 
that this eccentric owned extensive 
tracts of land in Australia, the great 
part of which he stipulated in his will 
should go to the first of the two sons 
to attain the age of twenty-one years.
The younger of the sons had emi­
grated to .Australia, while his brother 
remained in England, it so happening 
that they were in opposite quarters of 
the globe when they came of age. The 
fine point involved in the case was 
this: Australian time is some hours in 
advance of Greenwich, and therefore 
the claim was made that the young 
man in Australia reached his majority 
before his brother at home had done 
likewise. Which of the two brothers 
was legally entitled to the property? 
The question is yet unsettled and bids 
fair to. afford employment for the ex­
ercise of lawyers’ wits for many years 
to come.
Another hard nut for the lawyers to 
crack was presented by a case tried in 
Indiana some years ago. The question 
was in substance, Are eggs eggs, or are 
only hens’ eggs eggs? Ludicrous as 
this may seem, the point involved 
some nice shades of meaning in these 
words, sufficient indeed to carry the 
case through several courts.
A man had ordered of his grocer one 
dozed eggs. He sent ducks’ eggs. These 
were returned as not being what the 
customer had asked for, but the grocer 
refused to take them back. The cus­
tomer, in turn, declined to receive the 
eggs, and they were sent back and 
forth so frequently for several days, 
during which they beeamfe bad, that 
finally the grocer deemed himself Justi­
fied in entering suit against the cus­
tomer for the value of the goods.
The magistrate before whom the 
case was first tried ordered the cus­
tomer to pay, declaring, ridiculous as 
It jnay seem, that ducks’ eggs were as
muen eggs as any otners. xne man 
appealed from this, and the next court 
reversed the decision on the ground 
that such an order as the one in ques- 
tion tacitly imp’ hens’ eggs, it be­
ing pointed out that if any other con­
tention was allowed any kind of eggs 
might be sent, such as pigeons’ cana­
ries’ or even snakes’ eggs. That set­
tled It.
In a case in a southern court this In­
teresting question once came up: Are 
the grandchildren of a man also his 
children? In the legal sense this ques­
tion is not so funny as it seems, inas­
much as it has been seriously con­
tended not only in the United States, 
but in Great Britain as well, what they 
are.
Is skimmed milk milk? This point 
grew out of a case tried in Arkansas 
not very long ago. A man had asked 
a t a dairy for a glass of milk to drink 
and was given skimmed milk, for 
which at the customer’s complaint, 
the dairyman was fined. In a higher 
court, however, this decision was re­
versed, it being contended that skim­
med milk was really much more milk 
than milk that was not skimmed, for 
the reason that the latter contained 
something that was not milk at all 
viz, cream.
Some of the oddest points a t law are 
those growing out of the tender pas­
sion. A judge in a western-court was 
once called on to determine the hour 
at which evening courtship should 
cease. The circumstances were these:
A merchant had become much con­
cerned a t the late hour a t which his 
daughter’s lover lingered with her at 
the parental abode and so sought the 
aid of the law to expedite the young 
man’s time of departure.
In  delivering his decree the learned 
judge declared that 11 o’clock p. m. 
was the latest hour at which any 
young man, fiance or not, should be 
tolerated in the young woman’s home 
and that afteir such hour the parents 
would be entirely justified in forcibly 
| ejecting him.
A queer case once turned up in a 
New England town. A young man had 
embraced his sweetheart so vigorously 
that he seriously injured her ribs. If 
he suffered any mental anguish as the 
result of this contretemps, so likewise 
did he suffer in pocket, for as the re­
sult of an action brought against him 
by tbe young woman the youth was 
fined In the sum of $500 damages for 
the injury done the girl’s ribs.
New England also affords this amus­
ing case: A young Lothario of Maine 
during the course of his courtship was 
each evening hospitably entertained at 
supper by his sweetheart. Some time 
afterward, his ardor cooling, the young* 
man sought other fields to conquer. 
Then what 3hould the young woman 
do but sue the young man who had 
been so bountifully entertained for ob­
taining the suppers on false pretenses. 
And, what is more, she succeeded in 
getting a judgment.—Edwin Tarrisse 
in New York Tribune._____ ^
THE WILY COMEDIAN.
a LegalHis Mixup With a  Contract,
Fee and an Opinion.
There was a certain comic opera 
comedian who made no end of money 
and who soorned anything like osten­
tatious recklessness in the spending of 
i t  He was almost morbid on the sub­
ject, in fact, and there were those who 
said that he went to evening instead 
of morning service so that he might 
have the use of the money he dropped 
into the box a little longer. This is by 
way of explaining the grief which 
once befell him in Cleveland.
Somebody had played an engagement 
a t a certain theater and had received 
a frigid reception, which stage people 
call a frost. The comedian wasn’t  go­
ing to run any risks. He wouldn’t  
play at the theater unless a certain 
amount of money was promised him. 
The manager of the theater offered a 
very large percentage of the receipts; 
but, oh, dear, no, the wily comedian 
wasn’t  going to be caught by such 
chaff as that. He Insisted upon a lump 
sum regardless of receipts. The sum 
was guaranteed, the contract signed. 
The comedian came to town and, stroll­
ing as If by chance into the box office, 
asked how the house1 was selling.
“Oh,” said the ticket seller, “we sold 
every seat In the house ten days ago!”
The comedian’s blood boiled.
“Would,” said he to himself, “oh, 
would that I had accepted the percent­
age! It would have been double what 
I get now.”
It was too late, however, to rely on 
simple woulding to change matters, so 
he Sought the foremost attorney of the 
town, showed him the contract and ex­
pressed his desire to break it and 
abide by the customary percentage 
plan. Before the attorney would con­
sent to express an opinion the ques­
tion of fee came up, and the comedian 
handed him $500. The man a t law 
then took the paper and examined it.
“My dear sir,” said he, “that con­
tract can’t  possibly be broken. I drew 
it up myself.”
I t is not told what the temperature 
of Cleveland according-to the govern­
ment report was that day, but in the 
neighborhood of that comedian things 
fairly sizzled.—Washington Star.
From Our Regular Correspondent.
Washington D. C., Mar.25,1909.— 
The President is not concerning 
himself with the details of the 
Payne tariff bill at this stage of the 
proceedings but he has won a ma­
terial victory over the Senate 
leaders and has induced Senator 
Aldrich, chairman of the Finance 
committee, completely to alter bis 
views regarding the maximum and 
minimum tariff. Mr. Aldrich and 
his colleagues in the Senate were 
convinced that the Payne provision 
for the dual tariff was all wrong, 
that tbe maximum rates should be 
the normal rates, while the minimum 
rates were put in force only as a 
concession to those nations which 
granted special privileges to the 
imports of this country. The Presi­
dent called Senator Aldrich to tbe 
White House last Saturday and laid 
before him his reasons for support­
ing the Payne provision which is 
just the reverse. President Taft 
pointed out that if tbe maximum 
provisions were made normal rates 
they would promptly offect the sell­
ing price of commodities, that then, 
when he was ready at some later 
date to grant the minimum rates to 
some country the manufacturers 
would loudly protest that they 
could not stand the reductions and 
that there would be constant friction" 
and turmoil. On the other hand, 
he said, if tbe minimum rates were 
the normal rates, enforcing the 
maximum rates against any country 
would not alter the selling price in 
the United States so that all dis­
turbance of business conditions 
would be avoided. Mr. Taft said, 
moreover, that tbe contention that 
retributive tariff rates were never 
successful in building up trade was 
not borne out by the recent history 
of trade developement. Mr. Aldrich 
did not yield at once, but on Mon­
day he advised the President that 
he was prepared to accept tbe 
Payne provision with some minor 
changes.
There promises to be a lively con­
test in the House over the tax on 
tea and the absence of any increased 
tax on beer. There will be such a 
contest unless, as is possible, 
Speaker Cannon succeeds in having 
adopted a rule which will make it 
impossible for members to vote on 
this question. In that case contest 
will be deferred until the measnre 
comes up in the Senate and there 
advocates of an increased tax on 
beer will be less numerous.
The President has announced to 
the members of bis cabinet his 
policy with regard to them and it is 
a decided change from tbe recent 
methods in Washington. Judge 
Taft has told his cabinet that he 
does not purpose to interfere with 
them in the conduct of their respec­
tive departments, that he will leave 
them free to choose their assistants 
and to shape their internal policies 
but that he will hold each of them 
responsible for results. He has 
said that he will send members of 
Congress to tbe department heads- 
and will not devote his time or at­
tention to the details of adminis­
tration which, if he would permit, 
would crowd,his entire time and 
leave him no proper opportunity to 
give due consideration to the im­
portant affairs of state which he 
conceives it to be the duty of the 
President to weigh and decide.
Over a week ago the Secretary of 
State sent to President Zelaya of 
Nicaragua an ultimatum in which 
he said that the Emory claim sub­
mitted to Nicaragua months ago, 
must be submitted to arbitration 
within sixty days and that the 
method of arbitration must be de­
cided upon within thirty days. To 
this demand, Presfdent Zelaya re­
plied with an evasive and unsatis­
factory answer and Secretary Knox 
merely reiterated his former de­
mand. Zelaya continues to do noth­
ing and Secretary of State continues 
to say nothing. However, Mr. 
Zelaya may wake up some fine morn­
ing to find .that the President has
matter before Congress with a re­
quest that Congress authorize him 
to give toNicaragua the spanning it 
so richly deserves.
Representative Stevens of Minne­
sota has prepared an income tax 
bill which has the approval of the 
President and which will probably 
be introduced at this session of 
Congress, although it is not Mr. 
Stevens’ purpose to ufge its pass­
age at the special session. He 
thinks it would be well to intro­
duce it, however, so that public 
sentiment on the subject can be 
sounded and he can get the benefit 
of expert legal opinion on it before 
it is necessary for Congress to act. 
He believes, too, that the revenue 
from the bill, for a time at least, 
should be made applicable only to 
certain expenses such, for instance, 
as waterways improvements, so 
that if the Supreme Court should 
declare it unconstitutional the gov­
ernment would not be left without a 
source of revenue on which it had 
counted.
The President and Secretary of 
tbe Treasury have had a long con­
ference on the subject of the 
national finances and it has been 
decided that it will not be nec­
essary to issue bonds except per­
haps $40,000,000 of Panama bonds to 
reimburse the treasury for the 
money expended for the origiual 
purchase of the Panama canal.
W ORKERS PAY DEATH TOLL.
Between 30,000 and 35,000 deaths 
and two million injured is the 
accident record in the United 
States during the last year among 
workingmen, according to a bulletin 
of accidents issued by the Bureau 
of Labor. Of those employed in 
factories and workshops, it is stated 
that probably the most exposed 
class are the workers in iron and 
steel. Fatal accidents among elec­
tricians and electric linemen and 
coal miners are declared to be ex­
cessive, while railway trainmen 
were killed in tbe proportion of 
7.46 deaths per 1000 workmen. The 
bulletin declares that it should not 
be ‘impossible to avert at least one- 
third and perhaps one-half of the 
accidents by intelligent and rational 
methods of factory inspection, legis­
lation and control.
WORM AND MOON.
That remarkable worm of the 
Polynesian Islands, known as tbe 
Palolo, seems to regulate its peri­
odical appearances for the purposes 
of reproduction by the moon. The 
natives predict the annual appear­
ance of the Palolo by observing tbe 
lunar phases. And according to re­
cent observations of Akira Izuka, a 
Japanese marine worm (Neres 
japokica) also regulates its breeding 
season by the moon. Like tbe 
Japanese worm, appears in im­
mense swarms, covering the 
water like a sheet to a depth of 5 or 
6 feet. In about two hours they 
have disappeared. The swarming 
occurs in December on the night 
before the new or full moon in tbe 
middle or latter part of the month. 
The worm occurs abundantly in the 
Kojima Gulf and the adjacent rivers. 
It is used as manure and for bait. ...
STARTING A FOREST IN 
TIN CANS.
A new and unique industry is de­
scribed in Popular Mechanics. A  
Western man has been successful 
in planting tree seeds, nuts and 
cuttings in refuse tin cans, and can 
now show an oak tree 25 feet high 
only 8 years of age, and a red­
wood growm from seed, which is 
now 30ft. bigb,andonly 12yearsold. 
He insists that a tomato can, with a 
fair-sized hole punched through the 
bottom is just the thing needed to 
start a tree in, and, if the good dirt 
in the can is never allowed to be­
come dry, the growth will be 
amazing. Later the little trees are 
transplanted without removal from 
the cans, for the rust eats away the 
bottom sufficiently to allow tbe roots 
to free themselves as they need 
more room.
LOCAL AND COUNTY NEW S.
HTHE INDEPENDENT
T K K N N  —  S t.O O  P E I t  Y E A R  
:: IN UIVAAICE. :>
Thursday, April I,’09.
C H U R C H  S E R V I C E S .
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Key. 
F. S. Ballentlne, rector; Morning: service and 
sermon, 10.80. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve­
ning service and sermon, 8. Holy Com- 
muniou, First Sunday in the month. All are | 
cordially invited and welcome.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev. 
F. O. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun­
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. J unior 
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorC. 
E. at 7 p. m.
Evans burg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett 
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching, 
10.30 a. m. and 7.80 p. m. Song and prayer ser- 
vice, 7 p. m.
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks Sta­
tion, Rev. G. W . Barnes, Rector. Sunday 
Services—10.80 a. m .; 3.30 p. m. Sunday School | 
—2.15 p. m. Yested choir. Free sittings. 
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the 
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi­
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, D .D., pastor. Sunday School 
at 8 45 a. m. Preaching at 10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m.
J  unior Endeavor prayer meeting at 2 p m. 
Y. P. S. U. E. prayer meeting at 6.45 p. m. 
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening 
at 8 o’clock. All are most cordially invited to 
attend the services.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit. 
Rev. Geo. R. Kiffert, pastor. Services will be j 
as follows: Trappe — Preaching at 10 a. in.; 
Sunday School at 2 p. m. Limerick—Preach­
ing at 2.30 p. in.; Sunday School at 1.30 p. 
in.; O. E. at 7.30 p. m.
—William Henry, of Philadelphia, 
is in the county jail at Norristown, 
charged^.. with defrauding Henry 
Arnody, a hotel proprietor of Nor­
ristown, out of $41 on board.
—In the adjudication of the es­
tate of Sarah Garges, of Lower Sal­
ford Judge Solly found that 54 
nephews and nieces, besides Ger­
man charities, were entitled to 
share in the $2800 estate.
Legislation Relating to Skim 
Aflilk and Ice Cream.
The bills recently signed by Gov­
ernor Stuart include those to pun­
ish by a fine of from $20 to $50 the 
sale of milk to which water has 
been added or fat removed and the 
sale of ice cream containing less 
than 6 per cent, butter fat or pre­
served with chemicals.
Charitable Bequests.
William Y. Meschter, of Philadel 
phia, who recently died suddenly at 
Atlantic City bequeathed in his will 
considerable amounts of money to 
private individuals and public in 
stitutions, including $5,000 to Perk 
iomen Seminary, Pennsburg.
Thieves Stole Lambs.
Friday, night thieves visited the 
farm of Mrs. Frank Roshong near 
Pawlings’Bridge, and carried away 
seven suckling lambs.
W. C. T. U.
The regular monthly meeting of 
the Collegeville Union will be held 
at the home of Mrs. W. W. Chand­
ler Tuesday, April 6, at 3 p. m.
Follows Teddy’s Example.
Recently returned from a cruise 
around the world with United States 
battleship fleet, Roland Kurtz, of 
Sanatoga, will leave this week to 
hunt big game in South Africa.
Will Sell Lumber.
Amos G. Gotwals, formerly in the 
coal and lumber business in Phoe- 
nixville, is now in the employ of the. 
firm of Lewis Thompson & Co., 
wholesale lumber dealers of Phila­
delphia. Mr. Gotwals will be a 
traveling salesman for this concern, 
one of the largest dealers in the 
East.
$185 For Thoroughbred Cow.
At the largely . attended public 
sale of personal property of Henry 
K. Boyer, on Monday, good prices 
ruled. A number of well-bred cows 
brought lofty prices, one of them 
being sold for $185 to I. P. Knipe 
Esq., of Norristown and owner of 
a large fruit and stock farm, near 
Areola.
Father of Former Sheriff Dead.
Abraham Matthews, of Royers- 
ford, father of former Sheriff, Edgar 
Matthews, died at his home in 
Royersford on Wednesday of last 
week, aged 83 years.
Ursinus Glee Club 
a t Norristown.
The Glee Club of Ursinus College 
rendered an attractive program of 
vocal music in the Presbyterian 
church on Starabrikge street, Nor­
ristown, Tuesday'night. The ’cello 
and violin solos by Messrs. Wagner 
and Horton were the special features 
of the musical event. ,
C rescent Literary Society.
The regular meeting of the Cres 
cent Literary Society of Yerkes will 
be held on the evening of April 24 
instead of April 3. The evening of 
the third will be devoted to a re 
bearsal of the drama “Willowdale,’ 
which will be presented on the 
evening of April 10, and to which 
the public is cordially invited.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila­
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun­
days—7.11 a. m., 6.83 p. m. For Allentown:! 
7.45,11.02a. m., 3.07, 6.05 p. in. Sundays—8.30 I 
a. m., 7.39 p. in.
Home and Abroad.
Dividend Declared.
At a meeting of the Board of Di­
rectors of the Penn Trust Company 
of Norristown, held March 26, a 
semi-annual dividend of 5 per cent 
was declared payable April 1.
—Moonlight nights.
—Easter, April 11, comes rather 
early this year.
‘—The birds of springtime are all 
here, but apparently not quite so 
numerous as in former years.
—Contractor Poley is rushing to 
completion a double frame bouse on 
Glen wood avenue for F. J. Clamer.
—The repairs to the roadbed of 
the Perkiomen railway crossing at 
Main street are being made none 
too soon.
—The mud holes on Main street 
near the railway crossing should be 
filled up with something more sub­
stantial than mud and water.
Easter Services a t St. Jam es’.
The offering on Easter at all ser­
vices at St. James’, Evadsburg, will 
be for missions. The Sunday 
School Easter music, Sunday after­
noon, will be appropriate and effec­
tive.
Preparatory Services.
There will be special services 
next week at Trinity Reformed 
church, this borough, preparatory 
to Easter Sunday. Commencing 
Palm Sunday services will be held 
every evening, except Saturday, 
during Holy Week. A special 
feature will be the cantata “The 
Story of the Cross,” which will be 
rendered Tuesday evening.
Many C ases of M easles 
in Conshohocken. 
Notwithstanding the enforcement 
of quarantine regulations in all 
Conshohocken homes infected with 
measles, the epidemic con­
tinues practically unabated; so much 
so that in 42 days since the first 
victim was reported no less than 
96 cases have been recorded with 
Heath Officer Neville.
Bridge Painting.
The County Commissioners have 
awarded to Samuel Trout, of Potts- 
town, the contract for painting two 
iron bridges at Greenlane, and an 
iron bridge at Schwenksville. The 
price is $253.
—Mud holes are neither useful 
nor ornamental.
—The Derr mansion, one of the 
landmarks of Norristown, has been 
purchased by Dr. Howard F. Pyfer.
—Within one week Mrs. Minerva 
Pennypacker and her mother, Mrs. 
Angeline Wise, died in Boyertown.
—The man who is always com­
plaining that life is a grind dosen’t 
furnish much of the grist.—Dallas 
News.
—A fountain and flower beds are 
being laid out at the round bouse of 
the Reading Railway at Bridgeport.
A plate of soup may weigh as 
much in the universe as many a 
song or sermon cn brotherhood.— 
Chicago Tribune.
t; -:—Employes of John Wood manu­
facturing Company in Conshohoc-
$40,000 For Disposal Plant.
The appropriation of $40,000 for 
the erection of a sewage disposal 
plant at the Norristown Hospital for 
the Iosane has been favorably re­
ported out of committee and is like­
ly to be approved by the State Leg­
islature.
Large Hen’s  Egg.
f Harry Wismer, R. D. No. 1 mail 
carrier, the owner of Nellie Queen 
and other speed, and who has 
christened his premises “Valley 
Green Stock Farm,” has a flock of 
prolific poultry and in evidence 
thereof is a hen’s egg measuring 
8$x6J inches and weighing 5 ounces 
now on exhibition at the College­
ville post-office. In sixty days Mr. 
Wismer’s flock of 65 hens laid 203 
dozen eggs.
Now President for Spring 
City Bank.
At a meeting of the directors of 
the National Bank of Spring City, 
Monday, Dr. Wm. Brower was elect­
ed President to fill the vacancy 
caused by the death of A. P. Fritz, 
of Limerick. Edward G. Brown- 
back, of Trappe, was chosen Secre­
tary of the Board to succeed Dr. 
Brower, who held that position for 
many years.
Collegeville Millinery.
Our opening of spring and sum­
mer millinery will take place on 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, 





Damage verdicts aggregating 
$12,975 in damage suits against the 
late John T. Dyer, of Norristown, 
have been sustained by the Superior 
Court. The action grew out of the 
fact of au alleged defective trestle in 
a quarry in Washington county, 
operated by Mr. Dyer. Two of bis 
employes—John F. Stremmer and 
C. B. Murphy—were injured, and 
brought suit in the Common Pleas 
Court of Washington county for 
damages. Stremmer was awarded 
$5,775 and Murphy $7,000.
Prolific Progenitor.
Martin Bishop, of Thompson 
township, Fulton county Pa., who 
died recently at the age of 82, left 
decendants enough to populate
township. To bis four daughters 
ken have voted against accepting I an<̂  two sons 61 children were born 
the 10 per cent, reduction in wages | There were born to the grandchild-
to go into effect April 1.
—Saturate yourself with the 
philosophy of optimism. It softens 
the kicks and takes the jar off the 
bumps.—Detroit Free Press.
—Claiming that he fractured his 
ankle because of a bad pavement,
ren of this patrician during his life 
43 great-grandchildren' making s 
total of grand and great-grandchild­
ren of 104.
Epidemic in Public Schools.
An epidemic of influenza broke 
„ - • i out among the pupils of the local
C j“ iatn ™ ernman bas brou*ht | public schools last week and soon
reached alarming proportions. At 
one session over one-half of the 
pupils in the intermediate room 
were at home suffering with the 
disease. Though most of the cases 
were not severe several were quite 
serious. Russel, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. John Bartman, was critically 
ill and is improving slowly. There
suit for $5000 damage against the 
borough of Pottstown.
—Two horses, weighing 2800 
pounds and costing $500, have been 
purchased for the Good Will Fire 
Company, of Pottstown.
—During his spare time for 18 
months Daniel L. Harter, of Read­
ing, has made a table containing are still many absentees from the 
1897 pieces of wood of many differ- school because of the epidemic, 
ent kinds.
—The wind blowing a tin bucket 
from in front of a store on Norris­
town's Main street caused the run­
away of a horse of Horace A. Thom­
as, a shoe dealer.
Having already finished sowing 
oats and planting potatoes, William 
Redcay is “the early bird” among 
farmers at Stonerville, Berks 
county.
—Daniel Ohlinger, of Oley, a 63- 
year-old wood chopper, cut during 
the past winter 121 cords of wood, 
split 2207 rails and made 1789 posts 
for bis neighbors.
Statb  or Oh io , City  or Toledo , (
Lucas County , ( 88 ■
Fb a n k  J . Cheney  makes oath that be is 
the senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney 
& Co. doing business in the city of Toledo, 
County and State aforesaid, and that said 
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED 
DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh 
that cannot be cured by the use of H a ll’s 
Catabkh  Cu b e . FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my 
presence, this 6th day of December. A. D.. 
1886. ’ 
j A. W. GLEASON,
SEAL. >
Notary Pub'ie.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally 
and acts directly upon-the blood and mu­
cous surfaces of the system. Send for testi­
monials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, price 76c. per bottle.
Take Hall's Familv put* tor . . rprti.atinn.
Cow C osts S tate $75,000.
It will cost the State iu the neigh­
borhood of $75,000 to stamp out the 
foot and mouth disease among the 
cattle, which was brought into 
Pennsylvania by an infected cow 
from the Buffalo cattle pens, and 
which spread with lightning-like 
rapidity through about 14 counties. 
The State Live Stock Sanitary 
Board, under Dr. Leonard Pearson,' 
put forth the most strenuous efforts 
to subdue the disease, and the re­
sult is that to-day finds it almost 
eradicated. The Pennsylvania Rail­
road Company also spent $50,000 
disinfecting stock cars, and at the 
Lancaster stock yards the cost was 
$8000.
C harter for Ice Company.
Kratz & Smoyer, dealers in ice 
and coal at Kratz Station, on the 
Perkiomen railroad, have received 
a charter from the State of New 
Jersey, allowing them to do busi­
ness under the old firm name, as an 
incorporation. The firm is capital­
ized at $100,000 and is privileged to 
deal in ice and coal. The two in­
corporators are B. Morris Kratz, of 
Pottstown, formerly of Kratz Sta 
tion, and Isadore H. Smoyer, of 
Green Lane. The purpose of the 
new corporation is to erect an arti­
ficial ice plant which is to be oper­
ated by water power of which there 
is an abundant supply.
Autolsts Enjoy Sm oker and Unveil 
Tablet.
Autoists held a smoker at the 
Norristown Automobile Club’s new 
house, near Jeffe.rsonville, Thurs­
day evening. In the presence of 
nearly two hundred members a 
tablet appropriately inscribed was 
unveiled in honor of John H. Rex 
and Lewis E. Taubel, the two 
gentlemen who were foremost in 
their efforts in the erection of the 
club house.
Hospital Directors W ant N urses’ 
Home.
The directors of Charity Hospital, 
Norristown, have asked for an ap­
propriation of $40,000 from the 
present Legislature. It is the de­
sire of the directors to secure $25,- 
000 for two years’ maintainance. 
The other $15,000 is desired for the 
erection of a nurses’ home. In case 
the hospital directors receive the 
appropriations they will erect the 
nurses’ home at the west corner of 
Basin and Howell streets where at 
present is located the isolation 
ward. This ward will then be re­
moved to the stone building in the 
rear of the hospital laundry, which 
was recently purchased.
Matrimony.
At high noon on Wednesday 
March 24, at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Jonas Landis in Upper Provi­
dence, their daughter Miss Katha­
rine A. Landis was united in wed­
lock to Mr. Charles Jones by Rev, 
Chas. McKee. The ceremony was 
preformed in the parlor decorated 
for the event. Miss Landis, a 
cousin of the bride, played the wed­
ding inarch. The bride was attend­
ed by Martha Landis as maid of 
honor and Miss Susie Jones as 
bridesmaid. The bridegroom was 
accompanied by Horace Buckwalter 
of Spring City, and Walter Hallman, 
of Philadelphia. After the cere­
mony quite a number of guests 
tendered their hearty congratula­
tions and participated in the wed­
ding feast. The young couple re­
ceived many useful and attractive 
gifts. Upon their return from the 
honeymoon trip they will reside 
near Black Rock.
Lawmakers a t Valley Forge.
The House of Representatives 
Appropriation Committee arrived 
at Valley Forge Saturday morning 
about 11 o ’clock. The committee 
members were met at the station by 
State Senator Thomas B. Harper 
nd Representatives from the four 
districts, namely Gilbert, Ambler,
Miller and Bartman. They were ■ , ,  
the guests of the Valley Forge Park address at tbe Pottst»wn Teachers’ 
Commission and were taken over
PERSONAL.
Master Frank Clamer on Thurs­
day of last week celebrated his 
seventh birthday by giving a party 
to his friends.
On Saturday afternoon Bertha 
Gristock gave a party to her little 
friends in celebration of her seventh 
birthday anniversary.
Miss Estella Brooks, of Philadel­
phia, was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
F. J. Clamer, recently.
Winfred Landes, of State College, 
is home for the Easter vacation.
Prof. G. L. Omwake, dean of Ursi­
nus College, delivered the opening
the grounds in large autos. A 
inner was held in their honor at 
the Washington Ion. Saturday 
afternoon the party went to Norris­
town. They inspected the State 
Hospital and other points of inter­
est about the countyseat.
.Ursinus Will M ast Swarthm ore 
In Debate.
The debate between Swarthmore 
and Ursinus will be held in Bom
Institute, Monday morning.
J. Leidy Ashenfelter of the class 
’05 of Collegeville High School was 
among the 59 graduates at William­
son Trade School last week,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Long, of 
King-of-Prussia have rented two 
rooms of the Misses Kratz on Fifth 
avenue and have taken up their resi­
dence there.
Liniment for Cough Syrup.
A baby of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer 
Moser, well known South Potts 
town residents, was in a serious 
condition Saturday night as the' 
result of a mistake in giving medi 
cine. The child had a severe coUd 
and cough medicine was to be given 
it. A large spoonful of what was 
supposed to be cough medicine was 
given to the child and the mother 
was much shocked when the child 
started to choke and strangle. An 
nvestigation was made and it was 
found that the child bad been given 
a dose of very strong liniment. The 
child’s mouth and throat were 
painfully burned by the hot mix­
ture. Milk and other cooling drinks 
were given the babe in an effort to 
alleviate its sufferings, and the 
child is now out of danger.
Baseball.
Ursinus opened the baseball 
season at Princeton on Saturday 
and was defeated by tbe strong 
Tiger nine, 8 to 2. On Wednesday 
of this week the University of 
Pennsylvania was played. The 
first home game will be played, this 
Saturday, when Williamson Trade 
School will be the attraction.
Tbe Collegeville High School 
team has purchased neat white 
suits with the money realized at 
their oyster supper and were out 
for the first practice on Saturday 
afternoon. The boys look very 
well in the new uniforms and it 
is expected their playing will be of 
the same standard.
DEATHS.
Lewis U. Cassel died at his resi- 
berger Hall, Monday eveniug, April I dence *n Jeffersonville on Saturday 
Great interest is manifested in evenlDff> aged 64 years. The widow 
tbe coming verbal engagement and 0De S0D and ŵo daughters sur- 
and a large audience will doubtless | vive—William of Bridgeport, Lidie,
be present at the first intercol­
legiate debate ever held at Ursinus. 
The question for debate is: Resolved, 
that the attitude of the Federal 
Courts toward the writ of injunction 
in labor disputes, as indicated by 
the recent Buck’s Stove and Range 
Company decision, is conducive to 
the best interests of the Ameri­
can people, all questions of con­
stitutionality eliminated. Ursinus 
will defend the negative side-
wife of Isaac Grow, of Philadelphia, 
and Marne at home. The funeral 
was held on Wednesday at 1.30 p. 
m. Interment in Riverside ceme­
tery; undertaker J. L. Bechtel in 
charge.
How M anyS. S. Pupils in County.
There are only eight counties in 
the state which have a greater Sun 
day school enrollment than Mont­
gomery county. They are Alle 
gheny with 775 schools; Philadel-
Susan Willauer died on Monday 
at the residence of her son-in-law, 
A. J. Hippie, Pottstown Landing, 
aged 93 years. Deceased was a 
sister to Mrs. Sheridan, of this 
borough, and an aunt to Mrs. L. H. 
Ingram, also of this borough. Fun­
eral this Thursday at 10 a.m .; un­
dertaker F. W. Shalkop in charge.
I’d Rather Die, Doctor,
than have mjifeet cut off, said M. L. Bine- 
ham, of Princeville, 111., “ but, you’ll die 
from gangrene (which had eaten aw ay eight 
toes) if you don’t,” said all doctors. In- 
sti ad—he used BucklenV Arnica Salve till 
wholly cured. Its cures of Eczema, Fever 
Sores, Boils, Burns ^and Piles astound the 
world. a5c. at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug 
store, Collegeville, and at M. T. Hunelcker’s 
store, Ironbridge..
S ister D isinherited.
Decatur Urnback, of Royersford, 
will have a home as long as he lives 
“ providing he does not harbor my 
sister, Mary Shaffer,” declares 
Eliza R. Urnback in her will which 
was admitted to probate by Register 
Samuel J. Garner, Monday morning. 
She devised that her house in 
Royersford shall go to her son, Wil­
liam P. Eppley, but that her hus­
band shall be permitted to live 
there for life only under the above 
conditions. Decedent’s animus 
toward her sister is further shown 
in the will when she declares: “My 
sister, Mary Shaffer, is to have 
nothing that belongs to me.”
Mary G. Rosen berger, widow of 
John B. Rosenberger, who was the
phia, 706;Lancaster, 347; Westmore- I f° U“de/  ° f tbe Lansdale Republican, 
land, 328; Luzerne, 307; York, 286- died of Pneumon‘a on Saturday at 
a ^  1 * the residence of her daughter Mrs.
Wm. T. Ewing, Fernrock, Philadel­
phia, aged 67 years. The surviv­
ing children are: Mrs. Ewing; Geo. 
Rosenberger, of Graterford; John 
and Jerome Rosenberry, of Lans­
dale. John G. Fetterolf, of Yerkes, 
is one of the brothers of the de­
ceased. The funeral was held on 
Wednesday at 3 p. m. at the Lans­
dale Lutheran church.
Words to Freeze the Soul.
“Your so d  bas Consumption. His case is 
hopeless.” These appalling words were 
spoken to Geo. E. Blevens, a leading mer 
chant of Springfield, N. C., by two expert 
doctors—one a lung specialist. Then was 
shown the wonderful power of Dr. King's 
New Discovery. “After three weeks’ use,” 
writes Mr. BleveDS, “he was as well as ever. 
1 would not take all the money in the world 
for what it did for my boy.” Infallible for 
Coughs and Colds; its the safest, surest 
cure of desperate Luug diseases on earth. 
50c. and $100. Guarantee satisfaction. 
Trial bottle free at J. W. Culbert’s drug 
store, Collegeville, and at M. T. Hunslcker’s 
store, Ironbridge.
Schuylkill, 265;Fayette, 261. Mont­
gomery follows with 256. These 
256 schools have 2219 teachers and 
officers with an enrollment of 47,360. 
That the adult portion of the church 
and community have not outgrown 
the Sunday school is shown by the 
253 organized adult classes in the 
county. The Cradle Roll members 
number 2338 and 3242 are now en 
rolled in the Home Department. 
The demand for more and better 
teachers bas led to the organization 
of 35 teachers training classes with 
others soon to take up the work. 
The Montgomery County Associa- 
tiod has adopted as its motto “A 
Cradle Roll, a Teachers Training 
Class and a Home Department in 
every Sunday school in the county. 
To help the schools obtain these 
the executive committee of. the 
County Association has planned a 
series of institutes to be held in 
every one of the thirteen districts 
in the county. These institutes 
will be held during the last week 
in April and the first two week in 
May, closing with the annual meet­
ing of the county convention in the 
Reformed church, Pottstown, May 
20 and 21.
8wept Over Niagara.
This terrible calamity often - happens be 
cause a careless boatman ignores the river’s 
warnings—growing ripples and faster cur- 
rent—Nature's warnings are kind. That 
dull pain or ache in the back warns you the 
Kidneys need attention if you would escape 
fatal maladies—Dropsy, Diabetes or Bright’s 
disease. Take Electric Bitters at once and 
see Backache fly and all your beet feelings 
return. “ After long suffering from weak 
kidneys and lame back, one II 00 bottle 
wholly cured me,” writes J. R Blankenship, 
of Belk, Tenn. Only 60c. at Joseph W. 
Culbert’s drug store, Collegeville, and at 
M. T. Hunslcker's store, Ironbridge.
Jottings From Limerick.
M. S. Longaker, of the Limerick 
Centre hotel, is reported to be 
quite ill.
After April 1, tbe star route mail 
carrier from Limerick, will travel 
only as far as New Hanover, and 
not to Boyertown.
Jonas Fisher disposed of a car­
load of cows and a car-load of horses 
at fair prices, Friday and Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Stauffer and 
their son Wilson aDd bis wife, re­
moved to the Schlichter homestead, 
last Saturday.
Meeting of Women’s Missionary 
Society at the home of Mrs. Isaac 
Brooks at Sanatoga, this Thursday 
afternoon, April 1.
Reuben Sheffey is building an 
addition to his barn.
Wm, Frankenberger and family 
have moved into the house vacated 
by James Stauffer.
Mr. and Mrs. John Fry and Mrs. 
Christman are on the sick list.
Wm. I. Kline returned to the K. 
S. N. S., to resume his studies on, 
Monday.
Miss Mary Baker, of Philadel-
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phia, was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
YJm. T. Miller, Sunday.
Harvey Peterman recently de­
livered 40 fine chickens to a pur­
chaser in Pottstown.
Items From Trappe.
Mrs. Anna R. Alderfer has re­
turned from a lengthy visitation to 
friends in Catasauqua, Pa.
J. E. and C. Fry, of Norristown, 
and Wm. and Arthur Stetler, of 
Roxborough, visited Mrs. Ann Fry, 
Sunday.
On Tuesday Mr. and Mrs. Jacob 
Miller removed from Mrs. Bechtel’s 
place and took possession of a part 
of Joseph Walters’ house.
Confirmation services at the Luth­
eran church next Sunday morning 
at 10.15 o’clock.
Miss Hatfield, of Pottstown, was 
the guest of M. H. Keeler and 
family, Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Hunsicker, 
of near Black Rock, visited Mr. and 
Mrs. Irvin Weikel, Sunday.
Undertaker F. W. Shalkop has 
had charge of six  funerals within 
the past ten days.
Ralph Wismer visited Mr. and 
Mrs. C. A. Wismer, near Gratersi 
ford, Sunday.
R. D. Saylor is installing an acety­
lene gas plant in St. Luke’s Re­
formed church building.
The River Brethren will reopen 
their Sunday school, near Graters- 
ford, next Sunday morning, April 4,̂  
at 9 o’clock. All invited.
J. Warren Rosenberger has pur­
chased & property on George street, 
Norristown. Mr. and Mrs. Rosen­
berger expect to remove to their 
new home next week.
Rev. and Mrs. S. M. Hench, of 
Frederick City, Md., are visiting 
Mrs. J. K. Beaver.
A quarterly meeting of the ves­
trymen of the Lutheran church will 
be held next Saturday evening at 
7.30. The next quarterly meeting 
following will be held on the last 
Saturday evening in June.
Confirmation services will be held 
in St. Luke’s Reformed church next 
Sunday morning. At-the quarterly 
missionary services under the di­
rection of the W. M. S. to be held in 
St. Luke’s Reformed church next 
Sunday evening, Rev. Jairus P. 
Moore, D. D., a pioneer missionary 
of the Reformed church in Japan, 
now in this country on furlough, 
will be the speaker. The members 
of the society feel that they have 
been greatly favored in securing for 
this meeting so distinguished a 
speaker.
From Gratersford.
Charles Bechtel is remodeling the 
interior of his dwelling. Nick Long 
is doing the work.
Samuel Poley bought a horse of 
John Fisher.
The Four Leaf Clover Literary 
Society of our public school held a 
very interesting session last Friday 
afternoon, the debate—steam vs. 
electricity—was won by steam and 
some of the debates about town are 
as warm as both.
Cornelius Tyson has resigned 
his position with butcher Henry 
Fly and M. H. Leatherman is now 
filling the position.
John H. Fisher will have horse 
sale on Tuesday, April 13, with a 
carload of Langdon’s best.
Frank Wintz is constructing a 
concrete boat landing. Henry 
Shull of Schwenkville is doing the 
work.
Claude Kulp is the proud owner of 
as fine a Welsh pony and trap as 
ever came down the pike—a gift 
from his father.
Elias Grater is having his logs 
sawed into lumber by Elmer Place 
of Worcester, who moved his port­
able sawmill over with his traction 
engine.
John Fisher bought an organ at 
Lin field for his son Claude.
John Hunsberger is hauling sand 
for the bungaloes.
Mr. Astheimes of Creamery moved 
to Henry Espensbip’s farm.
Miss Marne Tyson of Philadelphia 
spent Friday and Saturday with C. 
M. Tyson.
Jesse Kline, M. H. Leatherman 
and Henry Fly and families spent 
Sunday with Samuel G. Fly at Ders- 
tine.
FROM OAKS.
Joseph Umstead has been on the 
sick list for some time.
Rev. Mr. McKee preached a good 
sermon at the Sunday morning ser­
vices in Green Tree church. His 
theme was: Knowing Jesus.
Mr. Lloyd, station agent at Perki- 
omen and of whom we said would 
go to Schuylkill Haven, as agent 
there, will remain here.
Morgan Shafer, who at one time 
lived at the Ferry, but who is an in­
mate of the Soldiers’ Home at Erie, 
Pa., is visiting friends in Norris­
town, and also Mr. Charles Harvey.
Morris Henry and Arthur Strouse 
of Norristown were visitors to Oaks 
on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Hallman, 
of Pboenixville, visited Mr. and 
Mrs. A. H. Brower, Perkiomen.
Charles Hallman has taken a 
position as clerk with Bateman 
Bros., manufacturers of agricultural 
implements, Grenlocb, New Jersey.
Cottage meetings will be held 
every night during Holy week.
The water has been put in the 
canal and several empty canal boats 
are at Brower’s Landing, and this 
right in the face of an expected 
strike of the miners. Getting ready 
for navigation, strike or no strike.
Fishermen are busy, which is evi­
dence that prosperity has strbck a 
light spot regardless of the tinker­
ing tariff revision.
Sunday was more like a Spring 
day, and as March has run its 
course, why it is not well to place 
too much or many calculations on 
what kind of weather we will Have 
throughout April. We remember 
one terrific cold day last April; the 
coldest day of the year, when it was 
next to impossible to keep warm 
working, with the contents of a win­
ter’s wardrobe on you.
Mrs. Siezer, nee Lily Campbell, 
has gone to housekeeping at Royers- 
ford.
Ben Famous will move into the 
Albright house, near Long Ford 
crossing.
Mrs. Norris Thompson, of Goshen,' 
Cape May county, N. J., is visiting 
Mr. George Brown and family.
Dr. Brown is making improve­
ments to his dwelling and office.
Walter Vorhees, of Coatesville, is 
visiting friends at Oaks.
James (Doc.) McGruery, of Bridge­
port, visited Valley Forge park. So 
did a Legislative committee from 
Harrisburg visit the park, Satur­
day. The Hon. Mr. Ambler was 
one of the committee.
The King-of-Prussia Inn is the 
centre of attraction for the sporting 
fraternity at the present time, and 
the three Jacks held the fort for a 
time—Jack O’Brien, Jack Moran, 
and Jack Ward.
Mrs. Mary Ellis had sale of stock 
and farm implements Wednesday.
Arnold Francis has moved to his 
house on the hill, the original 
Joseph Dettra place. There are 18 
acres attached to the place.
The young people are rehearsing 
their parts in the performance to be 
given some time in May in the Fire 
Hall.
As the ladies can’t be firemen, 
they have organized an aid society 
to help the boys along.
The scholars of the Green Tree 
Sunday school are rehearsing 
special music for Easter Sunday. 
This Sunday school always have 
services befitting Christmas and 
Easter which are very entertaining 
and interesting, as the children 
have these days as their own. The 
colored man in slavery days called 
Easter the second Christmas.
Next Sunday will be Palm Sun­
day, the beginning of Holy week, 
and it is proposed to hold cottage 
prayer and meditation meetings, 
conducted by Mr. Barnes, at the 
following houses, and an invitation 
is hereby extended by the house­
holders to the neighbors and friends: 
Monday, April 5, Mr. Hoppe; Tues­
day, 6th, Mr. C. P. Miller; Wednes­
day, 7th, Mrs. Grover; Thursday, 
8th, Mr. Nathan Davis. The meet­
ings will convene at 8 p. m. pre­
cisely, and last for just one hour, 
and it does seem that this is a 
beautiful idea to keep the days just 
before Good Friday, the 9th, when 
of course the service will be held in 
St. Paul’s church. By going to the 
above houses the friends will give 
an opportunity for invalids who 
have been housed up for some time 
to have the ministrations of the 
church brought directly to their 




A bill introduced in the New York 
legislature would make kidnapping 
punishable by death or imprisonment 
for life, as the Jury may determine.
Colonel Owen Hamilton, who served 
as commander of the Eleventh Penn­
sylvania cavalry under General Sher­
man during his famous march to the 
sea, died at Pottstown, Pa., aged sev­
enty-eight years.
Manfred Maar, the Trenton, N. J.,
Her Retort.
I t  is always gratifying to meet a 
person who is contented with his lot 
For that reason It would be delightful 
to make the acquaintance of the wom­
an who had the last word in a suffra­
gist controversy. The writer of a suf­
fragist communication in a newspaper 
wrote sadly that “woman is nothing 
but a female relative of man; the man 
Is the noun, the woman is the preposi­
tion.” "Well, what do I care?” was 
the triumphant re to rt “The preposi­
tion governs the noun.”—Youth’s Com-
ST A T E M E N T O FH  R. THOMAS, Treasurer Tor Frank F. Bar­
ber, 1>. \V. Favjnger and S. W. 
Gu tubes, Supervisors of tipper 
Providence Township, Mont­
gomery County, Pa.
TOR YEAR EN D IN G  MARCH 1, 1909. 
RECEIPTS.
To balance in treasury March
2, 1908 ..................................$ 14 01
To tax cbl. 1908 ta x ...................  6361 26
“ «  1907 “   886 80
“ “ 1906 “ ................. 114 33
“ license f e e s ..........  ............  60 00
To interest on dally deposits
In bank ........................  14 60
To proceeds of notes discount­
ed In bank ........................... 6366 16—$13806 16
' 3VBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR­
DAY, APRIL 10,1909, at Perkiomen Bridge 
hotel, one car-load of fresh cows from 
Western Pennsylvania. Gentlemen, I 
spare no effort in selecting the best cows 
to be bad. I think this lot of cows will 
be even better than those sold at my last 
sale. Remember the date, and be sure to 
attend this sale. Sale at 2 o’clock. Con­
ditions by J. W. MITTERLING.
L.H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
justice of the peace who was threat­
ened with impeachment proceedings 
at the suggestion of the Automobile 
Club of America, placed his resignation 
in the hands of Governor Fort.
Friday, March 26.
Harry Barber Moon, a member oi 
the lower house of the New Jersey 
legislature, died at his home in Phil 
lipsburg, aged thirty-one years.
Charles A. Smith, freight agent oi 
the Lehigh Valley Railroad company 
on the Hazleton and Mahanoy divi 
sions, died at Hazleton, aged fifty-sis 
years.
Pensions will he granted to all per­
sons who have lost the sight of one 
eye or their hearing from causes orig 
inating in the military or naval service 
of the United States, if a hill intro 
duced In the house by General Kelfer, 
of Ohio, becomes a law.
Saturday, March 27.
The bank of Watson, HI, was robbed 
of $5000 cash by cracksmen.
Fifty million dollars will be invested 
In Mexico City and In different parts 
of the country by French and English 
capitalists in iron and steel works.
Dr. Robert Reyburn, one of the phy­
sicians who attended President Gar­
field after he was shot by Giteau, died 
In Washington, aged seventy-six years 
Johin E. Buckingham, seventy-one 
years old, who was doorkeeper at 
Fords theater at the time President 
Lincoln was assassinated, died is 
Washington.
Owners and proprietors of moving 
picture shows, both in Pittsburg and 
Sharon, Pa., were ordered not to pro­
duce pictures showing the kidnapping 
of Willie Whitla, under a penalty oi 
forfeiture of the films and licenses.
Monday, March 29.
Three persons were killed at Bryant 
Pa., In a collision on the Pittsburg & 
Butler trolley line.
Harry Smith killed his six-year-old 
son Richard and then committed sui­
cide at Corapolls, Pa.
Five men were arrested In San 
Francisco, Cal., on the charge of con 
spiracy to steal records of the districi 
attorney and block prosecution In 
graft cases.
Fire destroyed the buildings of the 
Baltusrol Golf , club, at Summit Hills 
N. J., one of the most famous organi­
zations of Hs kind in the country, the 
links of which have been the scene oi 
many notable tournaments.
Charles M. Schwab in an interview 
- in Chicago declared that he feared no 
tariff reductions on steel and othei 
products, asserting that the skill oi 
American workmen would meet any 
competition and that business would 
not suffer.
Tuesday, March 30.
A prairie fire which swept Crosbv 
county, Texas, caused a loss estimat 
ed at $100,000.
Justus D. Andrus, aged ninety-five 
years, believed to be the oldest mem 
her of the G. A. R., Is dead In Chicago 
President Taft appointed James T. 
Dubois, of Pennsylvania, consul gen 
eral of the United States at Singapore, 
Straits Settlement.
Noble M. Davidson, inventor of the 
traction engine, was killed at Ada, O., 
by being struck by the engine of a 
Pennsylvania passenger train.
“Tom” Rivers, a ffbted Kentuckian, 
was fatally shot and Officer Clarence 
Rupert seriously wounded at Sapulpa 
Okla., In a fight in a gambling resort.
Wednesday, March 31.
M. C. Bversol, sheriff of Perry coun 
ty.'Ky., has been arrested at Nazard 
charged with shooting Nathan Engle.
The tobacco factory of C. C. Bell & 
Son, at Springfield, Tenn., filled with 
tobacco belonging to the Imperial To 
bacco company, was burned.
Dr. William Ader, a dentist, was 
shot four times by H arriet Pace, a 
full blooded Chickasaw Indian, a t Ma 
dill, Okla.. and died of his wounds.
Joseph Peter McIntyre, chaplain oi 
the battlesb'p Oregon during the mem­
orable run irom the Puget Sound navy 
yard around Cape Horn to Santiago, 
died at Seattle, Wash., of nervous dis­
orders resulting from services during 
the Spanish war.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.
The Latest Closing Prices For Produce 
and Live Stock.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR steady; 
winter low grades, $4.25@4.75; winter 
clear, $5@5.25; city mills, fancy, $6.15 
@6.40... „  .RYE FLOUR quiet, a t $4.30 @ 4.40 
per barrel.WHEAT firm; No. 2 red, western 
$1.25@1.26.
CORN steady; No. 2 yellow, local, 
73@73%c.
OATS firm; No. 2 white, clipped, 
58% @ 59c.; lower grades 57c.
HAY firm; timothy, larfee bales, per 
ton, $16.POULTRY; Live steady; hens, 16% 
@17c.; old roosters, ll@ ll% c. Dress­
ed steady; choice fowls, 16%c.; old 
roosters, 12c.
BUTTER steady; extra creamery, 
33c. per lb. ' ■
EGGS steady; selected, 22 @ 24c.; 
nearby, 20%c.; western, 20%c.
POTATOES steady, a t 95 @ 97c. per 
bushel. Sweet Potatoes steady, at 60 
@70c. per basket.
Live Stock Markets.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— 
CATTLE steady; choice, $6.40@6.65; 
prime, $6.20@6.40.
SHEEP higher; prime wethers. $6.25 
@6.50; cm1 Is and common, $3@4; 
lambs, $6@r.50; veal calves, $8@8.75.
HOGS active; prime heavies, $7.35@ 
7.40; med^'me. $7.30@7.35; heavy 
Yorkene, $7.26@7.35; light Yorkers 




One fine day. Just as I was walking 
on, I got the trac (blue funk) and 
could not speak my lines. I turned 
hopelessly rnd with pleading eyes to­
ward the leading fcidy, who could not 
go on with ’’er part nntll 1 had spoken; 
but, for all help, she hissed a t me from 
between her teeth. “Parle done, petit 
animal!” (Go on. speak, you. little 
beast.) Of such was the “encourage­
ment” I received on one memorable 
occasion.—Coqilelin’s Reminiscences in 
London Telegraph.
Both Interested” In Berkshires.
The Massachusetts maid was in a 
romantic mood. “I am dreaming,” she 
murmured poetically, “dreaming of the 
dear old Berkshire hills of my native 
state.”
“Berkshires?” echoed the Chicago 
youth, son-"'what bewildered. “E r— 
was your father In the pork raising 
business?”
And the look that the Massachusetts 
maid gave him would have congealed 
radium.—Chicago News.
Atchison’s Most Generous Man. 
They tell of an Atchison man who 
was going down street with a girl. 
She was one of the kind who believes 
to the power of the gentle h in t and as 
they passed a candy store she said: 
“Doesn’t  that candy smell good?” 
“ Yes,” the man replied, “let’s stop 
here and smell it awhile!”—Atchison 
Globe.
SHOATN FOR SALE.About 100 fine Berkshire and Poland- 
China Shoats, of various sizes. Apply at 
SCHLICHTER FARM, 
3-35. Near Limerick Square.




JJ Good fallingtop buggy, nearly new; 
light express or runabout wagon, in-good 
order; also new set of harness. I will sell 
a t a bargain. Apply to
J. J. RADCLIFF,
Collegeville, Pa.
Main St. near borough line. 4-1.
Fo r  s a l e .Choice spring rye for seed, at LANDES BROTHERS, 
3̂ 6-4t. Yerkes, Pa.
Eggs for  h a tc h in g .Eggs from pure barred Plymouth Rock chickens for sale a t 0.50, 0.75, and 
$1 per setting. Apply to
FRED. J. EBERT,
l-14-4m. Pinetown, near Oaks Station
F or  rent .Frame cottage on Fifth avenue. Ap­ply to A. D. FETTEROLF,
Collegeville, Pa.
For  rent .Part of my dwelling house for rent. Possession at once. W. H. STROUD, 
Cross Key Road. Collegeville, Pa.
8-18.
WANTED.Agents to sell Household Novelties. 
S, S. SHRAWDER NOVELTY WORKS, 
Collegeville, Pa. 4-1.
WANTED.Buyers for 1500 bushels of choice, 
clean seed oats. Apply at
LANDES BROTHERS,
3-35. Yerkes, Pa.
COOK WANTED.A cook wanted. A Protestant lady, 
between 25 and 40, preferred. Steady 
work and good wages. Apply at
HOTEL FREED,
4_I. * Royersford, Pa.
CHARTER NOTICE.Notice is hereby given that an appli­
cation will be maide to the Governor of 
the State of Pennsylvania on Monday, the 
third day of May, A. D., 1909, by Aaron 
C. Freed, John H. Freed, Horace E. Camp­
bell, U. S. G. Finkbiner, Morris A. Freed, 
and others, under the Act of Assembly of 
Pennsylvania, entitled “An Act to pro­
vide for the incorporation and regulation 
of certain corporations,” approved April 
29, 1874, and the supplements thereto, for 
the charter of an intended Corporation to 
be called FREED HEATER COMPANY, 
the character and object of which is manu­
facturing and selling beaters, boilers, 
castings and necessary parts thereto from 
iron or steel for heating purposes by 
steam or hot water, and for these pur­
poses to have and enjoy and possess all 
the rights, benefits and privileges of the 
said Act of Assembly and its supplements.
E. L. HALLMAN, 
THOS. HALLMAN,
4-1. Solicitors for Applicants.
MUSIC LOVERS
Don’t fail to send for my song entitled 
“Please Send a Message to Heaven For 
Me.” Words and music, 12c. copy.
Address, WM. C. GREBE,
4-1. 615 W. Diamond St., Phila., Pa.
Egg h a tc h in g .I will be prepared on and after April 1, to hatch your chicken and duck eggs in 
my three incubators—100, 200, and 300 
capacity. I will also teach you how to 
make brooders, without artificial heat, to 
raise your chicks. Price for hatching, $2.00 
per hundred eggs. Apply to
R. B. MULFINGER, 
Lower Providence P. O. Evansburg, Pa. 
S-18-4t.
P A IN T IN G !
Carriage, Wagon, House, and Sign Paint­
ing, at HENRY YOST’S.#HOP 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
GEO. BO W M A N .
EXPENDITURES.
By labor...................................... -$5324 06
** stone...........................    238 70
Hardware....................................  56 66
Stone and cem ent................... . 61 61
Stationery and printing........... 88 13
Affidavit of Supervisors (1908)
sta tem en t............................ 75
Disinfecting (paid State Board
of Health) ........................... 2 00
Road masters'Jiorse h ire .........  50 00
Interest paid on bonds............  267 60
Treasurer’s sa lary ..................... 75 00
Se etary’s salary..................... 26 00
AUom ey’s fees..........................  10 00
Advertising statement (1908) 4 75
Amt. paid on notes in bank . . .  6445 00
Lumber........................................ 187 90
Blacksmith work......................  18 40
House expenses for year..........  76 45
Telephoning...............................  1 00
Mason w ork................. ...........". 11 00
Kebates on water troughs and
4-in. tires.......... 1..................  47 50
Gravel..........................................  108 42
Dynamite..............   42 06
Ironpipes....................................  156 66
S. W. Gumbes, car fare to 
Philadelphia on account of 
Long Ford R. R. crossing. 99
Bond paid Royersford Trust
Company...................... —  500 00
Ground rent for crusher and
scraper...........................  8 00
Auditors’ fees...................................  6 00
Filing statem ent....................   100
Balance in treasury.................  14 02—$13806 17
Gross sum of duplicate, prop­
erty ta x .................  .............. $7345 36
Gross sum of duplicate, per
capita t a x ............................  842 00
$8187 35
Less exonerations $23.13, abate­
ment $226.50 ............................ 249 63—$7937 72
Total amt. collected 1908 ta x .. .$6361 26 
“ “ 1907 “ . . .  885 80
“ * 1906 “ . . .  114 33—$7361 39
Outstanding tax 1906.................$ 322 49
« 1907 ................  637 27
« 1908................  1576 46—$2536 22
Bonded indebt’ness of townsbip$6500 00
Borrowed m oney.......................  650 00—
Total Indebtedness.............. $7150 00
Balance in sinking fund, $8.88.
We. the undersigned auditors, have examined 
the above accounts and find them to be correct.




A nnual statem ent of a. tALLERACH, Treasurer of 
the Borough of Collegeville,
FOK THE YEAR EN D IN G  MARCH 1, 1909. 
GENERAL FUND.
Total amount of tax duplicate, 1908, $1671 82
Taxes unpaid.....................  $595 25
A batem ents........................... —  47 62
Exonerations.................................. 5 00
Commissions...................................  22 87—$ 670 64






_ __ I___ ___ I [i i $i
L o a n ................................................ . 1464 55
Tax of 1907.
Cash from hotel licen se ..........................
Schuylkill Valley Traction Company,
annuity........................... .................. .
Fines of autos........................ ....................







Work on highways..................... $1238 20
Crushed stone.............................  604 30
Surveyin g ...............   10 00
M iscellaneous.............................  ,9 45
Freight ......................................   495 98—$2357 93
LIGH TING.
O il...............      103 06
Attending lam p s........................  240 00—$ 843 05
MISCELLANEOUS.
Deficit last sta tem en t............... $ 199 26
Interest on note* to Mrs. H. H.
Koons.....................................  22 00
Sewer pipe —    16 36
Letterheads and jedvelopes....... 3 05
Auto officers................................  26 48
Grates . . . ' ...........    3 85
Printing statements.................... 9 00
Int. on loans, Collegeville Bank 20 61 
Costs of Hamer est. vs. Boro.
C ollegeville.........................  31 16
Hall and lookup rent.................  40 00
Postage...........................   1 65
Miscellaneous...............................  3 91
Paid note on Collegeville Bank 600 00—$ 877 22
SALARIES.
H. H. Koons, clerk.................... $
Wm. F. Dannehower, solicitor.
A. T. Allebacb, treasurer.........
D. H. Bart man, health officer..
Chas. J. Essig, pole inspector..
Auditors’ fees...............................
BOND FUND.
Total of tax duplicate, 1908....... $ 557 28
Taxes unpaid............................. $ 198 41
Abatements.......................... .. 15 84
Exonerations........................ . 167














Bal. in treasury Mar. 1,1908............ -• •
$ 704 48
DISBURSEM ENTS.
Interest on bonds........................ $ 240 00
Bal. in Bond Fund......................  439 78
State tax on bonds.....................  24 70—$ 704
G EN ER A L STATEMENT.
Total valuation of taxable property, $445,820.00. 
L IA BILITIES.
Bonds outstanding.....................$6000 00
Note, Mrs. H. H. Koons............ 500 00
Notes, Collegeville Bank..........  1000 00—$7500
Tax rate 33£ mills, Borough purposes.
** “ Bond “
ASSETS.
Taxes 1907 outstandings Gen­
eral Fund .............................  38 36
Taxes >907 outstanding, Bond
Fund....................   6 03
Taxes 1908 outstanding, Gen­
eral Fund...............................  595 25
Taxes 1908 outstanding, Bond
Fund................................   198 41 .
Balance in Treasury...................  67 88—$ 895
We, the undersigned auditors of the Borough 
of Collegeville, have audited above accounts 
and find them correct.
GEORCE A. LIVENGOOP, 
HOW ARD P. TYSON,
Auditors.
POLITICAL.
P « R  PKOTHONOTARY,
Abram D. Hallman,
OF NORRISTOWN. At Primary Nomin­
ations, June 5, 1909. Subject to  rules of 
the Republican party.
Fo r  sale  or  r ent .A carriage shop, blacksmith shop, and dwelling house and stable at inter­
section of Germantown and Ridge avenues, 
Perkiomen Bridge. Apply to
JOSEPH P. ROBISON,
P. O. Box 8. Collegeville, Pa.
3-18.
P IGEONS FOR SALE.35 pairs fine Homers and Dragoons. 
No reasonable offer refused. Want the 
room. WM. KEHRER,
3-13-4t. Lower Providence, Pa.
P UBL1U SALE OF
FRESH COWS!
Will be sold at public sale on THURS­
DAY, APRIL 8, 1909, a t Porr’s hotel, 
Limerick, one car-load of fresh cows direct 
from Lebanon county. Gentlemen, these 
cows are the choicest Lebanon county 
stock, baving the best milk and butter 
qualities. They deserve your attention 
and your highest bids will buy them. Sale 
a t 1.30. Conditions by
JONAS FISHER.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
ICBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS
AND STOCK BULLS !
»  0 ?
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, 
APRIL 5, 1909, a t the Sunnyside Stock 
Farm, Trooper, Pa., 25 bead of fresh cows 
and springers; also 2 stock bulls. These 
cows have been selected with great care, 
from the farms of Clarion county, Pa., 
and are especially adapted for dairy pur­
poses. Any one in need of good dairy 
stock will profit by purchasing at this 
sale, as good, fresh cows are growing 
scarcer and harder to buy as the season 
advances. Sale at 1.30 p. m. Conditions 
by JOS. T. HALLMAN.
David Kratz, auct. J. J.Hartman, clerk.
PUBLIC HALE OF ONE CAR* LOAD OF
Fine Virginia Horses!
^
Will be sold at public sale - on TUES­
DAY, APRIL 13, 1909, a t Dunn’s hotel, 
Graterford, Pa., one full car-load of Vir­
ginia horses, ranging in age from 4 to 6 
years, good colors, size and styles. This 
is the tost car-load of horses ever shipped 
to this place. You know what kind of 
horses that Mr. Langdou has shipped dur­
ing the past eight years. These were se­
lected from the farmers and did not come 
through any stables, and are ready to go 
to work. The lot consists of drivers, 
draft and general purpose horses and 
weigh from 1100 to 1300 pounds. Every 
horse must to  as represented or no sale, 
and will to sold for the high dollar. They 
can to seen three days prior to day of 
sale. Mr. Hall, of Philadelphia, will be 
at the sale to buy your marketable horses 
for cash. Sale a t 1 o’clock. Conditions 
by B. F. LANGDON.
JOHN F. i ’ISHER, Manager.
F. H. Peterman, auct. M. S. Moyer, clerk.
R OSENBEKKY A LAPP’S PUB­LIC SALE OF
50 New Wagons,
25 SECOND-HAND, 50 SETS HARNESS
On GOOD FRIDAY, APRIL 9, at Hend­
ricks’ hotel, Schwenksville.
The tost assortment of goods we ever 
sold here. 25 falllngtops, with 24, 26, and 
27X wide bodies—extra large and roomy— 
some with auto seats, finished equal to 
any so-called home-made job. They are 
the tost I ever sold at this place. 10 two- 
seat carriages in various styles. 10 run­
abouts, in stick, auto, and panel seats. 
Market and milk wagons. Second-hand 
wagons, all kinds. Lapp will have a 
great lot of harness of all kinds. We sell 
to the highest bidders. Old wagons taken 
in exchange. Sale at 1 p. m., sharp.
W. H. ROSENBERRY,
H. B. LAPP.
On Easter Monday, April 12, we sell 300 
new wagons, 150 sets of harness, at Lans- 
dale, Pa. _____________
Estate  notice.Estate of Andrew H. Gottshalk, late of Lower Providence township, Montgom­
ery county, Pa., deceased. l i t te r s  testa­
mentary upon the above estate having 
been granted to the undersigned, notice is 
hereby given that all parties indebted to 
said estate shall make prompt payment, 
and those having claims against the same 
will present them without delay, in proper 
order for settlement, to
HERBERT U. MOORE, Executor, 
4_1, Norristown, Pa.
E state  notice.Estate of Elizabeth W. Hall, der ceased. Letters testamentary on the above 
estate having been granted to the under­
signed, all persons indebted to the said 
estate are requested to make payment, and 
those having claims to present the same, 
without delay, to
ROBERT N. KEELY,
The Art Club, Philadelphia^ 
Or to his attorney, William E. Caveny, 
1201 Chestnut St., Phila.
E state  notice .Estate of Theodore Smoyer, late of 
Upper Providence township, Montgomery 
county, deceased. Letters testamentary 
on the above estate having been granted 
to the undersigned, notice is hereby given 
that all persons indebted to said estate 
are requested to make immediate payment, 
and those having legal claims against the 
same will present them without delay in 
proper order for settlement to
ANNIE A. SMOYER, Executrix,
Oaks, Pa.
Or her attorney, H. L. Shomo, Norris­
town, Pa. 2-25.
THOMAN SHRUNK A CO.,
Odorless Excavating.
Cesspools, sinks, and wells cleaned at 
short notice. Orders by mail or ’phone 
promptly attended to.
235 EAST MAIN STREET, 
’Phone 157x. Norristown, Pa.
2-4-4t.
p  D. NHEFFEY,
CARPET WEAVER,
LIMERICK SQUARE, PA. Rag carpet 
and rugs woven. The tost wool, cotton, 
and hemp chain used. Satisfaction guar­
anteed. Prices reasonable. 3-ll-3m.
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.
4*A Garden 
Of Roses. |
By MARTHA COBB SANFORD. I
Copyrighted, 1909, by Associated 
Literary Press.
The “tea garden” had flourished 
from the moment the idea of it had en­
tered Natalie’s pretty blond head. No 
tourist visiting this sunny southern 
spot would have thought of leaving it 
without sipping his favorite brand at 
least once out of the old fashioned 
Sheldon china.
There were many who continued to 
come i after day who were really 
not tea drinkers a t all, only wicked 
pretenders. It Is to be suspected that 
they found their refreshment In watch­
ing Natalie’s graceful little figure as 
she sat behind the tall antique silver 
service under the rose covered pergola 
leading Into the garden.
Among these pretenders, as any one 
In Bellair could have told you, were 
Dwight Ellsworth and the major. 
Dwight would never forget (and for 
that matter neither would Natalie) the 
day he and his father had brought 
their big dusty machine to a halt under 
the quaint little sign of the “tea gar­
den.”
Natalie herself, all fresh, crushable 
pinkness from the tip of her aristo­
cratic little ears to the train of her 
gown, had answered the tinkling bell. 
Could they be served to tea perhaps? 
The men managed to stammer It si­
multaneously. Most certainly they 
could, and would they follow Natalie?
Delightedly, indeed, they would. In­
deed. the younger man registered In 
his heart the vow to follow her al­
ways, anywhere, although It was his 
first sight of her.
Sot out under the rose bower Into the 
garden they trailed their dusty motor 
coats In the wake of Natalie’s rose
“X THINK 1 KNOW WHAT HE SAID TO HER.”
rivaling daintiness, and while waiting 
for the tea to be brewed they reveled 
In the picturesqueness of the spot.
Against the gray walls of the quaint 
little stone house leaned the high 
stalks of Easter lilies, some already 
bursting into bloom. Flanking the 
trim little garden walks were roses In 
profusion, pink and yellow and red 
and white. Away off In one corner 
was a wide patch of dark green violet 
leaves.
“Think of violets outside of a hot­
house!” exclaimed the younger man. 
“I suppose the privilege of picking 
them wouldn’t come within the limit 
of any ordinary mortal’s finances.” 
Natalie, approaching just then with 
a trim colored maid behind her, over­
heard and laughed delightfully.
“They are free for the picking,” she 
answered, with charming hospitality— 
“to my guests."
Dwight’s gallantry rose Instantly to 
meet her graciousness.
“Could one encroach further,” he 
asked, with polite humility, “and beg 
the lady of the garden to gather them 
for the guests herself?”
Natalie, blushing, for she was very 
young, tripped down the garden walk 
In a twinkling.
As she knelt in the cool, rich depth 
of green, her slender white hands deft­
ly gathering the long stemmed violets, 
the sunlight resting on the gold of her 
hair. Dwight Ellsworth watched and 
utterly forgot to drink his tea, even i 
In make believe.
Not so with Major Ellsworth. His I 
attention was riveted on the silver 
spoon which he held in his hand.
“This must be a very old piece,” he ! 
said, glancing up at Natalie as she ! 
showered upon them violets and roses 
and jasmine, with the simple apology, 
“You might not happen to come again, 
you see.”
“Do you know what the initials *N. 
S.’ stand for?” he added.
“Natalie Sheldon," she told him—“my 
great-aunt’s name, which Is mine.” 
Major Ellsworth started.
“Natalie Sheldon!” he repeated. “Is 
your aunt still living, Miss Sheldon V’ 
“Oh. no!” Natalie answered. “She 
died very soon after the war.”
“Very strange—very Interesting." 
murmured Major Ellsworth absently 
Then, speaking directly to Natalie 
Again: “You see, I have a spoon ex­
actly like this In my possession. It 
belonged to my father, the real Major 
Ellsworth (I am major only by courte­
sy). and it was given to him by Nata­
lie Sheldon, with whom he fell in love 
• t  the time of the war. After the wai
he lost all knowledge of her. I’ve 
often heard him tell”—
“Oh, you must meet mother,” Inter­
rupted Natalie excitedly. “She knows 
all about Aunt Natalie’s love affair. 
Oh, Isn’t this Just like a  story book?” 
To the romantic tale of the days that 
the mother and the father of these two 
impressionable young people thereupon 
pieced together out of their fragmen­
tary knowledge Natalie and Dwight 
listened with all their sympathetic 
young souls.
It was the old story of a southern 
girl falling In love with a young north­
ern officer and of her father’s relent­
less opposition to the match, even to 
forbidding the girl from ever writing 
to her lover or of letting him know her 
whereabouts after the war.
The girl had died of a broken heart. 
The man married, to be sure, but to 
his son he bequeathed with loving re­
membrance the little silver spoon 
marked “N. S.”
On the strength of this mutual bond 
of sentiment It was natural that the 
Ellsworths—both father and son—fell 
Into the habit of frequenting the little 
tea garden.
Not always at the popular social 
hour, to be sure. In fact, to Natalie’s 
delight, they pointedly avoided tlmt 
gregarious part of the day, sometimes 
deferring their visit till the sup had 
gone down, and, on rarer occasions 
still, till the moon even had stolen Its 
way Into the fragrant garden.
“I’ve brought you something tonight, 
Natalie,” announced the major on one 
such occasion, unfolding from its 
crumpled tissue wrappings a tiny silver 
spoon. “You see,” he added, “it really 
belongs to you, my dear young girl, 
and I thought that Just now would be 
an appropriate time to give It over 
Into your keeping—a sort of engage­
ment present, you know.”
“An engagement present!” gasped 
Natalie. “But I’m not engaged.”
“Oh, well,” laughed the major teas-1 
lngly, “I may be a little anticipating, 
but”—
“Natalie!” called Dwight from the 
garden. “Aren’t  you ever coming? It’s 
heavenly out here tonight.”
“Then, again, I may not,” continued 
the major, looking down on Natalie 
with affectionate understanding. 
“What do you think?”
“I’ll tell you later,” Natalie evaded 
archly, giving the major a hurried but 
very emphatic hug as she called out to 
Dwight to “wait just a minute.”
“Was there ever such a night, Nata­
lie!” exclaimed Dwight tenderly as 
side by side they strolled through the 
little moonlit garden.
Natalie was conscious of the tremor 
in his voice, but her mischievous mood 
was still upon her.
“Yes; I think I know of one,” she an­
swered, with a lingering emphasis 
upon the “one” that smote a hitherto 
untouched chord of Jealousy In 
Dwight’s worshiping heart. He had a 
rival, then. Natalie had only been 
playing with him.
“Who is he?” he blurted out abrupt­
ly. Natalie stared at him.
“I mean—when was It?” he corrected 
in confusion.
“Before the war,” answered Natalie 
serenely.
Dwight’s expression changed Instant­
ly.
“And the girl’s name was Natalie,” 
he added softly, falling Into the trend 
of her thought. “And her lover’s name 
was Dwight, and 1 think I know what 
he said to her.”
No word from Natalie, but they had 
come to the rose arbor again, and all 
unconsciously she stopped and leaned 
against it, waiting for the words that 
should set her heart thumping.
“And he said,” went on Dwight, tak­
ing possession of both her slendei 
white hands, “you are the flower of 
my heart, beloved. Lift your sweet 
face, for I love you.”
And Natalie raised her pretty head, 
and the lover lowered his till their lips 
met.
The roses seemed suddenly to exhale 
great waves of perfume and all the lit­
tle leaves to tremble with delight.
WEBSTER AND CHOATE.
The Latter a Rapid Fire Maxim, the 
Former a Thirteen Inch Qun. 
“Probably no educational institution 
In our country has ever graduated two 
more eminent and eloquent lawyers 
than old Dartmouth college gave us 
In Daniel Webster and Rufus Choate,” 
says a writer in Our Dumb Animals. 
“It was my privilege as a member of 
the Suffolk bar to attend many years 
ago the trial of one of the most Im­
portant cases of the year In our su­
preme judicial court a t Boston.
“On the two sides were arrayed 
some half a dozen of our most emi­
nent lawyers. Daniel Webster and 
Rufus Choate, as It happened, were on 
the same side.
“A hostile witness was put on by 
the other side, some of whose eWdence 
wfts of the utmost importance to Web­
ster and Choate, if It could be ob­
tained, and Choate undertook the task 
of obtaining it. No man at our bar 
had more profound skill In cross ex­
amination, and the questions be put 
to the witness were like the fire of a 
Maxim gun, but In every Instance he 
failed to get the evidence he wanted 
and finally sat down in despair.
“Then Webster, who had been sitting 
in his great armchair, apparently about 
half asleep, as though taking no inter­
est in the case whatever, slowly arose 
to his feet, put his great eyes on the 
hostile witness, asked him In the most 
serious tone a single question and 
brought Instantly the required answer. 
Then as quietly he sat down and ap­
parently went about half asleep again. 
It was a scene photographed on my 
mind, never to be forgotten.
“The difference between Webster 
and Choate cannot better be explained 
as it rests in my mind than to com­
pare Choate to a Maxim gun raining 
bullets of eloquence wherever he chose 
and Webster to a great gun that can 
send out a thirteen Inch shell to pene­
trate an ironclad.
“I t  was wonderful to listen to 
Choate. I remember a case in which 
an ordinary lawyer would have sim­
ply said to the court that he moved a 
postponement of the case because wit­
ness So-and-so was sick, but in this 
case Choate arose and commenced by 
saying that his important witness was 
on a bed of sickness and perhaps a 
bed of death and so went whirling up 
almost to the skies on this simple mo­
tion, to the great interest of everybody 
that heard him.
“Our old chief Justice, Judge Shaw, 
one of the greatest lawyers of his 
time, was a plain, practical man, and 
looked in his old age as he sat on the 
bench somewhat like a Chinese idol, 
and he used to frequently cut off Mr. 
Choate’s eloquence by calling him back 
to the plain facts.”




Garden and Flower Seeds
G A R D EN  TOOLS
OF ALL KINDS.
Poultry and Fence Wire
TheS.H.Benjamin Co
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE 
PAINTS, TOOLS, AND 
MILL SUPPLIES
N o .  2 0 5  Bridge St.
P J tK E N IX V IL L K ,  P A .
Bo'h ’Phonee. J. P. STETLER, Manager.
Insure Your H orses*^
against loss by death from disease or accl 
dent in-he L O WE R  PROVI DENCE 
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO. 
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss 
occurs.
I. Z. REINER, President.
D M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
W.M. H BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon. 
A p p ra lfM -rs:
THKO. DETWILER, Eagleville; H. H 
ROBISON, OoHegevllle; W E. BRAN 
Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 East 
Penn 8t., Norristown.
The Bride’s Souffle.
“I have cooked a little surprise for 
you, dear,” said young Mrs. Justwed, 
“an almond sonffle for after dinner. I 
got the recipe from that new cookery 
book that came as a wedding present, 
and the instructions are most clear. 
Dandy, isn’t It, a book like that? I’m 
sure the thing will turn out a success."
Arthur smiled In a dubious sort of 
way and temporized about the success 
as be looked at the souffle.
“Can’t  say I like It,” he said after 
the first mouthful. “Sure you got the 
Instructions right, darling? It tastes 
very funny.”
“Oh, yes!” responded Eleanor, with 
tears In her eyes. “I can say them 
by heart from the book. Jnst hear 
me.” And she reached down the vol­
ume.
“Take half a pound of grated alm­
onds"—
“Quite right,” Interrupted Arthur, 
following with his finger.
—“one pound of caster sugar; mix 
well with white of three fresh eggs”-r- 
“Correct,” said her spouse as she 
continued breathlessly.
—“add a pinch of white pepper"— 
“Pepper! Great goodness!” said the 
unhappy man as he turned over the leaf.
—“two large carrots chopped Into 
dice, a spoonful of mustard, four chop­
ped onions and”—
“Stop! Stop! You must be wrong, 
I’m sure. Why, my dear, I thought so. 
You are muddling up almond souffle 
with Irish stew. You’ve forgotten to 
cut the leaves of this blessed cookery 
Book.”
The Reconciliation.
The doctor was soon at the child’s 
bedside. Remedies were administered; 
then the agonized pair watched the 
fight for life—skill and vitality on one 
side, fierce disease on the other. When 
a t last the struggle ceased, the gray 
dawn of day was looking in a t the 
window. Life had won. The child 
slept
“She Is all right now,” said the doc­
tor, shaking the man’s hand, which 
had gripped his, and feeling his heart 
grow warm • under the look of mute 
gratitude the woman turned upon 
him.
When he had gone the two stood 
side by side a t the baby’s crib, listen­
ing to her regular breathing. Then, 
with one accord, they turned and kiss­
ed each other. And In that kiss the 
icy barrier between them melted away. 
—Atlanta Constitution.
Much Like Demosthenes.
“Woman,” he said, “really ought to 
be a better orator than man.”
“Why so?” she asked.
“Because,” he replied, “to a certain 
extent a t least she follows the metb 
ods of that famed orator Demos­
thenes.”
“In what way?” she Inquired, still 
busy with the finishing touches of her 
toilet.
“You remember,” he answered, “that 
Demosthenes used to practice talking 
with his mouth full of pebbles.”
She hasti.’y took the pins out of her 
mouth and Informed him that he was 
a mean old thing anyway.—New York 
Times.
A WARNING DREAM.
The French Guide Is a Public Peat.
Paris has produced a species which 
is the lowest embodiment of sentient 
being. It Is the “guide.” The guide Is 
an evolutionary “throwback,” a revfer- 
sion to type. You must go deep Into 
the muck heap whence the race has 
risen to find his prototype—back of 
the ape, back of the tiger, back of the 
snouting hog, though he partakes of 
the nature of all of these, to the dim 
ages when nameless troglodytes tread­
ed in cold lethargy the primordial 
slime. Somewhere in that category 
belongs the Paris guide. Interminably 
these ghosts of dead decencies squeak 
and gibber in the streets of the city.— 
Collier’s.
No Object.
“Do you smoke cigarettes?"
“No.”
“Why?”
“The doctor said it wouldn’t  injur* 
tt»v health.”
A Long Spell of Duty.
A Scotsman had come to London on 
his way to India and for a few days 
had time to amuse himself by sight­
seeing before his departure, says Os­
car Ramsay in his “Reminiscences.” 
He had been much struck with the ap­
pearance of the mounted sentinels of 
the horse guards, Whitehall, and bore 
them In remembrance during his east­
ern sojourn. On his, return after a pe­
riod of thirty years, on passing the 
horse guards, he looked up to one, and 
seeing him. as he thought, unchanged 
as to horse, position and accouter­
ments, he exclaimed, “Od, freend, ye 
hae had a lang spell on’t  sin’ I left.”
The Vision Lincoln 8aw Several Times 
In Hie 8ieep.
Napoleon believed devoutly in 
dreams as warnings or even as fore­
easts of what was to come, and even 
he who most prides himself upon his 
freedom from superstition knows of 
or has experienced a t least one dream 
that cannot be explained as a mere 
result of overfeeding.
When we contemplate dreams and 
their ramifications science can help us 
but little in their explanation. Wilkie 
Collins showed this to be so In one of 
his most ingenious novels, “Armadale." 
Warning dreams or premonitions may 
be the result of natural laws which 
we do not understand.
Lincoln was not counted supersti­
tious because he had some confidence 
in the prophetic character of one 
dream, a t least, for it visited his sleep 
on several occasions, and he spoke of 
It seriously to members of his family 
and to his closest friends. In telling 
of this vision he said he seemed to be 
in “a singular, Indescribable vessel, 
but always the same, moving with 
great rapidity toward a dark and In­
definite shore.”
The dream preceded several marked 
incidents during his occupancy of the 
presidential chair, notably before the 
battles of Antietam, Fredericksburg 
and Gettysburg.
On the morning of the memorable 
14th of April he Informed members of 
his cabinet that he had dreamed this 
same thing the night before and be­
lieved that they were on the threshold 
of some momentous Issue. So Im­
pressive were his remarks that his 
auditors were profoundly moved, but 
no seer among them could read the 
warning aright and foresee the awful 
news of his assassination which should 
be flashed that night to a stunned and 
horrified people!—Philadelphia Ledger.
O V E R  $ 4 4 , 0 0 0
was added by this company to savings 
depositors accounts in 1908.
D o n ’ t  f o r g e t
that this institution compounds its in­
terest yearly on all savings accounts 
and
B e s i d e s
allows 3 per cent, interest every day, 
the money is on deposit.
Korristown Trust Co.
DeKalb and Main S ts.
THERE is not a man, woman 
or child within walking or rid­
ing distance of our store that 
can afford to pass by the shoe 
values offered here. The quality, 
variety, and price are such as to 
tempt any one who can realize 
shoe economy when he sees it.
iW  OXFORDS and STRAP 
PUMPS iu stock now $1.50 to 
$3.00.
Norristown. H. L. NYCE.
Need not be 
connected to  
Waterworks
The same water is used over 
and over again to operate
Hot Water and 
Steam Systems
Only a few gallons need to 







t r a p f e ,  p a .
The undersigned will furnish and erect 
ID E A L  B O IL E R S  and guarantee satis­
faction. Will also furnish and erect the 
F R E E D  B O IL E R S  — excellent steam 
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact­
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company 
of Collegevllle. Windmills furnished and 
erected, Hand Pumpe supplied and placed, 
and aU kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb­
ing done at reasonable prices.
J .  H . BOLTON,
44. C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
COTTON AND WOOL FLANNELS, Out­
ing Flannel and Flannelettes in plain 
and fancy colors.
UNDERWEAR, the warm kind, for 
Ladies, Gents and Children.
BED BLANKETS and COMFORT- 
ABLES.
FUR MUFF SETS and COLLARETTES, 
real, genuine fur.
FOR THE MEN AND BOYS: Heavy 
Gloves, Sweaters, - Caps, Corduroy 
Pantaloons, Felt Boots, Snag-Proof 
Rubber Boots, Freed Bros, line of 
Shoes, the kind that wear and give 
satisfaction.
for stable and-HORSE BLANKETS 
street use.
PLUSH LAP ROBES, a large assortment. 
OIL CLOTH and UNOLSUS, Bissell 
Carpet Sweepers.
GROCERIES.
FRESH B. W. FLOUR, Corn Meal, Mince 
Meat. All kinds of Canned and Dried 
Fruits.
GIVE US A CALL. Bell ’phone.
|  YOD WILL 
I  MAKE NO
' n
1  MISTAKE
In making your purchases at u  
FENTON’S STORE. Years of #  
experience enables the proprietor wit 
to know just what to buy, how 
to buy, and how to sell the thou- ”  
sand and more articles kept in &  
stock in a thoroughly equipped #4 
general store.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER- &  
IE8, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED M  
GOODS, or in any department of .5? 
the big store on the corner yon W  
will find what yon want at the jfjjt. 
right price. ^
Ready-made Pantaloons and 
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s 
Boots and Shoes are among the bit 
specialties.
„  u
Crockery and Glassware, Paints, #4
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
■Gents’ Furnishing Goods 
variety.
In
E. G. Brownback, Trappe.
Mutual Surprise.
They stood beneath the mistletoe.
She was justly resentful of what he 
had done.
“How dare you kiss me?” she ex-, 
claimed. “I never was so surprised In 
all my life!”
“Neither was I,” he replied contrite­
ly. “I thought it was your younger 
sister.”—Chicago Post.
An Odd Old Custom.
When a new associate of the Royal 
academy Is elected some of the acade­
my models dash off with the news, and 
the first to arrive with the glad tidings 
a t the house of the fortunate artist Is 
by custom rewarded with a guinea. It 
says much for the honesty of artists’ 
models as a class that no case is known 
of one of them having obtained this 
guinea by false pretenses from some 
obscure and wealthy amateur.—London 
Punch.
FRANK W. SHALKOP,
(Successor to John 3. Kepler,)
Undertaker -  Embalmer
TRAPPE, PA.
Forbidden Fruit.
“Your luncheons are always so suc­
cessful, Mrs. Penrhyn-Paget Do tell 
me how you select your menus.”
“Oh, you see, the doctor has given 
me a printed list of things I mustn’t 
eat, and I choose the dishes from 
that.”—Woman’s Home Companion.
A kindness done to the good is nevor 
lost.—Plautus.
Not Her Fault.
“It is the duty of every man and wo­
man to be married a t the age of twen­
ty-two,” said the lecturer.
“Well,” said a woman of tfilrty, with 
some asperity, “you needn’t . tell me 
th a t  Talk to the men.”—Philadelphia 
Ledger.
Consideration.
The only true source of politeness Is 
consideration — that vigilant moral 
sense which never loses sight of the 
rights, the claims and the sensibilities 
of others. This Is the one quality over 
all others necessary to make a gentle­
man.—Simms.
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler^ 
an undertaker of many years’ experience, 
and shall spare no eflort to meet the fullest 
expectations of those who will entrust me to 
serve them.
HPWill meet trains at all Stations Or 
ders received by telephone or telegraph -35
We promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign
f Bend model, sketch' or i ) oto cl in vention lor I (freereport on patentability. For free hook. 1
I Patents and TRADE-MARKS
opposite U. S. Patent Office < 
W A S H IN G T O N  D. 0.
§ Igg —>— n
1 W. P. FEITOJf, 1
i t  8








C a k e s
IN VARIETY
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection­
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water 






$1.00 for fiead Cows. 
’Phono—Bell, 1I-L.
Geo. W .  Schweiker,
I’ KOVIDRVOE SQ U A R E, PA.
• YOUK P o s t e r s  P r i n t e d  *• 
*h» I n d e n e n d e n t  O fflse
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY 5
CLAMER’S GRIST MILL,
• •
C o l l e g e v i l l e ,  P e n n a . ,
Do the BEST CHOPPING and is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST FEED, such as 
Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats 
peed for plenty of milk, etc.,'etc.,
A T  T H E  L O W E S T  C A S H  P R IC E .
Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs 
BETTER and QUICKER than any other mill.
Give us a call and we will supply your wants at short notice.
F . J. C L A M E R .
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
“It’S Just Like This!”
When you have occasion to introduce 
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your 
home heated with steam or hot water, you 
want only the most skillful mechanics to 
plan and execute the work.
“ It’s Just Like This P
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating 
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under 
proper conditions they last for generations.
“ It’s Just Like T his!”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style 
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water 
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good 
material and workmanship.
“It’s Just Like This!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send 
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put 
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
GEO. F. CLAMER,
I-X2. COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
Be careful cot to place your orders for 
Building or other Lumber until we have had 
a chance to estimate on your wants. We 
are certain to give you entire satisfaction 
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery. 
We may save you a dollar or two. also.
Come and see us.







H. E. BRANDT, » Proprietor*
Walnut Street and Seventh 
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
t h e  best harness
made to o r d e r .
tjjn® *tock of harness supplies, saddles, 
nales, boots, blankets for summer and 
rod brooms, combs, brushes, Ac.
REPAIRING OF HARNE88 a specialty.
choice grade cigars. Special atten­
tion to box trade.
w. E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
N  t o w n  h e r a l d
J k d  BOOK BINDERY. Binding, 
0 hling, Perforating, Paging, Number- 
Blank Books for Banks and Business 
given special attention. Magazines 
cheanW done quickly and
Address cheerfully furnished.













I am fully equipped at my New 
Location, Ridge Pike, one-tbird 
mile 8outh of Perklomen Bridge, 
to serve my old patrons and In­
vite new ones to give me a trial 
All work guaranteed. 
Carriages an«t Business 
Wagons Built to Order 
at Right Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting 
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring 
done in the shop. Horseshoeing 












Collegeville Livery and 
Boarding Stable
Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa.
First-class teams a t reasonable prices. 
Moving and hauling of all kinds done, as 
I will have the teams to do the work. 
Give me a call.
ELMER E. ESPENSHIP, Proprietor.
When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE
R A M  B O  H O U S E ,
(Opposite Court House).
------oOo------
First-class Accommodations for Man 
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. 
Both English and German spoken.





D e sig n s  
C o p y r ig h t s  A c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may quickly ascertain ouV opinion free whether an 
Invention is probably patentable. Communica* 
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents 
pent free. Oldest agency for secnrinirpatents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co. receive wptcial notice, without charge, in the
Scientific American.
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir­
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, |L  Sold by all newsdealers.MUNN & CO SSIBroadway, New York
626 F St* Washington, D. C.Branch Office,
Subscribe for The Independent. 
EIGHT PAGES, S3 Nos., ONE DOLLAR
T w e e n  H a t s
Made by J. Moores & Sous, 
Denton, England,
LEAD in STYLE, made in
HALF SIZES, and guaranteed 
to FIT ALL HEADS without 
stretching or padding. Sold by 
us exclusively.
Spring1 Hats
—  TO —
Fit All Heads
The “Tween Hat” is made 
in “tween” sizes—half sizes. 
Every head can be fitted with­
out stretching or padding the 
hat. It’s the most comfortable 
stiff hat made.
S 3 .5 0
Dunlap Hats, $3.50 to $5.
Stiff Hats, $1.50 to $3.50. 
Soft Hats, 50c. eo $5.00.
UOTJSTTA.il
SB15.00
Suits that are extraordinary 
values and that we believe can­
not be matched under $18.00. 
Pure worsted in the new shades, 
band - tailored, non - breakable j 
fronts, hand-made buttonholes | 
and perfect fitting. Come to­
day and inspect this unusual 
value.




SPRING 18 COMTNG—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR-
HOU8EFURNI8HINGS.
The first thing to decide, is :
“Where will I purchase ?’’
Before making your choice, it will be to 
your advantage to call and examine stock 
and secure prices at
The Collegeie Furniture Store
Where it is always a pleasure to SHOW 
GOOD8.
A FULL LINE of all grades of
Furniture and Housefurn­
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin­
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to 
promptly.
■  F U R N IS H IN G S
Undertaker *  Embaimer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receipt 
the most careful and painstaking attention.
John L. B echtel,
COLLBGFVII.LE PA
’Ph onb  No. 18
•©“The Independent’s eightpages 
contain local and genera! news,agri­
cultural notes, short stories and 
interesting miscellaneous reading 
matter. A copy every week for 52 
weeks, $1.00.
His Lucky 
Leap. By ANNETTE DUMOIS.
Copyrighted, 1909, by Associated 
Literary Press.
When Rud Grayson, the big center 
rush of the Crescent team, toppled like 
a falling tree with his full, hard, 
bunched 230 pounds on top of Don 
Laidlaw there was a howl of joy from 
Grayson’s side, for with the downfall
of Laidlaw the Scythian team was 
doomed.
That night the spectators of the 
great event of the upper ten athletic 
season went home well pleased that 
they had seen a desperate and perfect 
game. But Don Laidlaw was left a 
wreck for life by it. “Something” had 
happened to his back. What the “some­
thing” was the doctors and surgeons 
didn’t  seem able to say. At any rate, 
they agreed that probably he would 
never walk again unless “something” 
favorable happened, and that was not 
a t all likely.
“Life is full of sarcasms, and this 
seems to be one of them,” murmured 
Laidlaw, despite his illness still a fine
L A ID LA W  GOT ON H IS  F E E T , 8TU M BI.IN O  
AND STAGGERING TOW ARD T H E  C H IL D . j
looking young fellow, as he was being 
propelled down the avenue In an inva­
lid’s chair. |
He turned to the attendant and said:
“Wheel me into that sunny corner 
and then run over to the library and 
fill this list. There; that’s something 
like it. This wind cuts’like a knife."
Laidlaw watched the man disappear 
around the corner with a sense of irri- 1 
tatlon foreign to his hitherto bold and 
almost cheerful acceptance of fate. ,
“Hang it ail! I wish there was some ' 
artistic way of leaving this world," he 
muttered. “Who would have thought 
oue short year would make such a 
change In one’s prospects? Then full 
of life and plnck and now a husky 
babe In a perambulator!” He laughed 
in spite of his fit of despondency.
The laugh vanished almost at once. 
He was thinking, and thinking hard. 
He always did think of that same one 
thing—of the girl to whom he had in­
tended to propose on the very night of 
the game.
“Kismet!” he muttered. “I wonder if 
she cares—much? She is sympathetic I 
when we meet and in a manner that ' 
doesn’t sting. Bless her! To think that 
that’s all over now!” And Don sighed 
heavily over his blasted hopes.
“Oho-ho! What a funny baby car­
riage! Ain’t  you dot any tootsies. 
Mr. Man?” piped a little voice.
Laidlaw turned his head quickly. A 
golden haired tot stood close beside 
him. Her big brown eyes, with golden 
lights in them, gazed wonderingly 
with the frankness of babyhood 
straight into his astonished gray ones.
I.aidluw was fond of children, and 
she was a welcome interruption to his 
thoughts. He answered cheerily: “Hel­
lo, kid! Where did you escape from? 
You’ll catch your death out here with­
out a hat and those bare legs,” notic­
ing the blue flesh above the tiny white 
socks. “Where’s your nurse or who­
ever has you In tow?”
“Over 'dere,” answered the baby 
vaguely, .pointing across the park that 
ran down the middle of the broad ave­
nue.
“Come up here in my lap,” coaxed 
Dan, “amj when James comes back 
yon shall have a ride In my gocart.”
“Let me see ’em,” persisted the mite.
“What?” questioned the puzzled 
man. |
. “Footsies.” replied the infant.
“Oh. my feet! Yes, I’ve got feet, 
though they're not much use a t pres­
ent.” Laidlaw pulled the rug aside 
“Now. are you satisfied, my lady?”
She surveyed his No. 9’s approving­
ly and said. “Dess me come now,” and 
climbed into his lap.
In the midst of an interesting con­
versation Toodles, as she called her­
self, said abruptly. “Slssle dot you on 
her tabo!"
“Ob. has she? What on earth is a 
tabo?” queried Laidlaw.
“On her tabo, vere she does her hair 
—pitchur card, wlv funny sings on 
here,” and she patted his shoulders, 
“an’ wood sings down dere,” rubbing 
her plump little knees.
“Oh, a picture of me In football togs;
I suppose. What Is Sissy’s name?” 
asked Laidlaw.
“Vy, Slssle. Oh, dere Is nursie
Doodby!” she interrupted and, sliding 
from his lap. ran toward the park.
As she reached the middle of the 
Street her wee sandal came off. Laugh­
ingly she held it up to Don, making a 
pretty picture as she stood In the sun­
light.
At that Instant a thunderous cbug- 
chug-chug reached Laidlaw’s ears. 
With unspeakable horror the helpless 
man saw a runaway touring car, with 
a white faced chauffeur yanking des­
perately at the wheel, bearing down 
upon her.
“Run, baby, run!” shrieked the young 
man, but Toodles never moved.
With an awful wrench that seemed 
to tear soul and body apart Laidlaw 
got on his feet, stumbling and stagger­
ing toward the child.
A long reach, a quick clutch, and he 
rolled over against the curb with the 
little one safe in his arms just as the 
monster thundered past.
Presently he drew himself up on to 
the curbing and tried to soothe the 
whimpering Toodles.
“Nassy sing get baby!” she sobbed.
“Thank God It didn’t !” said Laidlaw 
fervently, trembling violently with the 
reaction, while the pain in his back 
shot and stung and raged through his 
nerves and brain like white hot iron.
“Mercy! Mercy on me!” cried the 
nurse as she reached them. “You 
have saved her, sir! Oh, how can I 
thank you?” And she hugged the child 
passionately to her. “Naughty baby! 
What is the name of the gentleman 
that I may tell It to Mme. Vernon?’ 
she pleaded.
“Never mind!” answered Laidlaw 
hastily. “Take Toodles home now. I’ll 
come to see you some day, little one.” 
he added as he kissed the red lips.
“Vernon? So that Is Maud’s baby 
sister. -She was a nondescript bunch 
of white clothes the last time I saw 
her. And Slssle has my plcture on her 
‘tabo.’ Oh, pshaw; that doesn’t  signify 
anything.”
The astounded look on his attend­
ant’s usually impassive countenance 
encouraged Laidlaw to make another 
effort to surprise him. “I actually be­
lieve I can walk with your help, 
James.” said he, with a gasp, as he 
pulled himself up and sank Into his 
chair.
“I felt something snap In my back as 
I Jumped; that’s all I know.” said he | 
later when questioned by the doctor, i
“Hm-m!” said the great surgeon as ; 
he prodded up and down Laidlaw’s j 
spine. “It Is unquestionably a case i 
of”— Then followed something that 
sounded most alarmingly Latin.
“Yon can call me any old name you 
like, doctor, if you’ll only let me ; 
walk,” answered the happy fellow.
“With care—with great care—we ! 
shall do very well,” smiled the oracle. I
Mrs. Vernon and Maud called that 
afternoon to thank their “hero,” as 
Mrs. Vernon persisted In calling Don, 
to his great discomfort.
With maternal instinct, fully aware 
of Don’s state of mind, his mother of- , 
fered to show Mrs. Vernon her cher- I 
ished orchids, leaving the young peo- i 
pie to gaze a t each other with beating 
hearts.
Shyly Maud approached the coueh 
where Laidlaw reclined In answer to 
his unspoken wish.
“How can I ever repay you, Don?” 
questioned the girl. “My baby sister! 
Oh, thank God for—both!”
He could scarcely bear her sweet 
voice, but, grasping a ruffle on her 
gown, pulled her gently nearer. “Shall 
I tel! yon how?” he asked eagerly.
“Yes. Don," with a sweet, shy note 
of surrender in he^ soft murmur.
“Kiss me, sweetheart, with all that it 
means to us both,” begged the invalid.
“That was a lucky jump,” remarked 
Don Laidlaw later. And two shad­
ows faded apart silently a t the sound 
of voices in the conservatory.
A Happy Family.
A woman, going to her mouse trap 
the other morning, found a mouse In 
It, with six little mice as well.
They had. of course, been born after 
their mother’s capture—an amazing 
thing.- - But more amazing still was the 
fact that they lay Id  a small round 
nest like a bird’s nest, a nest made of 
bits of paper, thread, straw and shreds 
of linen and flannel.
The woman. Instead of drowning 
forthwith the mother and her brood, | 
retired and from the next room | 
watched the trap secretly. Her watch 
was soon rewarded. Another mouse 
trotted up with great caution, thrust a 
straw through the bars and a few 
moments later returned with a shred 
of pink calico. The captive mother, 
with these contributions, proceeded to 
complete her nest.
This incident so moved the woman 
that on retiring that night she put a 
handsome piece of cheese in the trap j 
and opened the tiny door. When she ] 
came down in the morning mother I 
and yonng nnd cheese were gone. The I 
nest alone remained to witness to the 
truth of her tale.—Exchange.
Worth Seeing.
In a Florida town a visitor from the 
north hailed a native.
“What’s the matter with the people ; 
here?” he asked. “What are you all 
running so hard for ”
“Can’t stop to talk, stranger,” the 
man answered over his shoulder as he 
rushed on.
Men dashed out of their stores, 
slammed the doors and sprinted np the 
street, some in aprons, some in shirt 
sleeves, An epidemic of madness 
seemed to have struck the place.-
The town policeman sauntered along 
at last. Policemen never hurry.
“What’s wrong?” the stranger asked.
“Ain’t nothin’ wrong,” said the po­
liceman. “The railroad agent Just got 
a ,telegram that the down express is 
cornin’ through in a few minutes with 
snow on the roof, and the boys have 
gone to fetch their families down to 
the depot to see the sigh t”—Newark 
News.
GRANT SIGNED.
He Indorsed the Ordsr “Till the Day of 
Judgment.”
General Grant has fitly been spoken 
of as “an unaffected great soldier.” it  
may have been the blending of this 
large mindedness and lack of affecta­
tion that invariably made him so cour­
teously kind to any one who asked his 
assistance, so generous in his praise of 
an opponent, even when that opponent 
was fighting him to the death. The 
following little story emphasizes all 
these qualities;
After the fall of Fort Donelson, to 
prevent the needless violation of prop­
erty by either the army or by camp 
followers, protections were issued by 
the United States government. To 
Miss C., whose six brothers were fight­
ing in the Confederate army, such a 
protection was granted. It had been 
signed by all the commanders of the 
post In turn—by Buell. Rosecrans, 
Schofield, Sheridan, Grainger a,nd many 
others—and the list was long and Im­
pressive. At last it became necessary 
for General Grant’s signature to be 
added.
“When I entered the office,” says 
Miss C.. "the general was smoking, his 
feet higher than his head. But he 
seemed instantly to stand upright be­
fore me. and his c igar1 was thrown 
away in a moment.
“I handed him m.v protection.
“ ‘You have rather a formidable list 
of names.’ he said as he took it from 
me.
“ ‘And I hope that you will add yours 
to it and make it even more formida­
ble,’ I replied.
“For answer he sat down again, 
ready to put his signature at the end 
of the parchment, when he suddenly 
stopped and looked at me.
“ ‘For how long do you wish this 
protection for your estate. Miss C.?‘ lie 
asked.
“ ‘Until the day of judgment, gen­
eral,’ I answered boldly.
“Then he smiled that sweet, quizzical 
smile of his that made so many people, 
even when they were his enemies, love 
him and said:
‘“ My dear yonng lady, you ha ' e  
great confidence in your armies! But 
with such courage and with such a 
leader as General Lee I cannot w«n- 
der.’ Then, with a great flourish, he 
added the words, ‘Till the day of judg­
ment, Ulysses S. Grant,’ and handed it 
back to me.”—Youth’s Companion.
AUTUMN LEAVES.
The Change of Color From Green to 
Red or Yellow or Brown.
Despite the commonness of auturm 
colorings, we do not yet know the full 
meaning of autumn colors of leaves. 
We do know that late in the summer 
the tree is preparing for the leaf fail 
by drawing the valuable substances of 
the leaf into the stem. It also ceases 
to make ehlorophyl (the green sub­
stance of the leaf which aids in the 
making of the plant’s food), and this 
gradually fades away in the bright 
light. By fading It exposes to view 
any other colors in the leaf, and all 
leaves contain yellow coloring matters 
called xanthophyl, whose function is 
not known, and it is these which give 
the yellow color to autumn leaves.
The red Is formed differently. In 
bright light and cool temperature a 
new substance, called erytbrophyl. Is 
made from sugar and tannin in the leaf 
cells, and that has a red color. A 
brown substance is also sornetia.es 
formed, and. besides, the skeleton of 
the leaf itself turns brown as the leaf 
dies. I t is the various combinations of 
these substances that give the many 
shades of autumn colors. Some stu­
dents think these colors are a useful 
protection to the living protoplasm Life 
material) of the leaf after the green 
disappears, protecting it against the 
full blaze of light, which is injurious, 
but others think the colors have no use 
at all, but are simply the incidental 
chemical result of the processes In the 
ripening and dying leaf.
As yet the weight of evidence seems 
to favor the latter view, but the mat­
ter is still unsettled. It Is generally 
thought that frost has something 1 > do 
with i t  but It has not except to hasten 
i t  Anything which affects the vitality 
of the leaf tends to hasten i t  for v. deb 
reason an injured branch of a maple 
will often show red autumn color even 
in summer.
The colors are brightest where the 
leaves receive the most brilliant sun­
shine.—Professor W. F. Ganong ill S t 
Nicholas.
A Slow Horse.
One time when he was q- ire a 
young man Lincoln hired a livery 
stable horse to attend a convention 
where he expected to be nom’e ited 
for some office. The horse went so 
slow that when he reached there the 
convention was over and the other fel­
low nominated. ’ On his return he 
irately asked the stable keeper if the 
horse was good for anything at all. 
“Yes, for drawing the hearse to fu­
nerals,” was the reply. Lincoln ad­
vised him earnestly never to send that 
horse to a funeral, for If he did judg­
ment day would arrive before the 
corpse reached the grave.
Geese.
A Georgia editor wants to k e w  in 
what part of the country the most 
geese are to be found. That i ; hard 
to say. Some would suggest Califor­
nia, some Georgia, some Tennessee, 
some Massachusetts, some New York, 
and, maybe, some especially mean ones 
the District of Columbia.—Washington 
Herald.
His Maek Retort.
“Convicted?” exclaimed the prisoner 
In disgust. “Well, I’m not su: prised. 
My lawyer made a fool of himself.” 
“I tried to represent you faltl) . ally." 
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The tenth volume of Town and Country, 
of Pennsburg, was completed last week, and 
proprietor Hillegass deserves a full measure 
of credit for the success he has achieved for 
his noteworthy newspaper.
From the Indianapolis News: “We shall 
get little or no relief from our tariff burdens 
and our tariff corruption till we get a political 
part}7 that is brave and honest enough to fight 
the tariff on the ground of principle.” Very 
true, indeed.
President Taft’s offer of the Ambassa­
dorship to Great Britian to Charles W. Eliot, 
of M assachusetts, is a most fitting recog­
nition of the intellectual calibre and eminent 
fitness of the New England scholar and 
thinker for a post of distinguished honor and 
responsibility abroad.
F rom the Washington Times: “The new 
Cuban Government has started out by grant­
ing a subsidy of $6000 per mile for a new 
railroad through the island. That ought to 
put an end to annexation talk; by the time 
the railroad promoters get all they want, 
there’ll be nothing left for us to annex.”
The speedy capture of the Whitla kid­
napers, after they had come in possession of 
the ransom paid for the return of the stolen 
boy, is sufficient cause for great rejoicing. 
If the heartless wretches are not confined 
and employed in jail for the remainder of 
their lives, it will be because of the im- 
potency of law.
It is generally admitted throughout the 
State that a serious blunder was made when 
Pennsylvania abandoned its canals and turned 
them over to competing railroads. The 
proposition that the State resume possession 
of these internal waterways and utilize them 
in the cheapening of freight carrying should 
be heartily, endorsed.
It is announced that Dr. Moses Clegg, 
bacteriologist of the Bureau of Science at 
Manila, has succeeded in cultivating the 
leprosy bacillus. He has made five separate 
cutures of the bacillus and carried all of them 
through five successive generations. Dr. 
Clegg used the organisms from both living 
lepers and the bodies of victims of leprosy. 
He has been equally successful in his cul­
tures with the germs of amoebic dysentery, 
establishing a symbolic relationship between 
the germs of the two diseases. Another 
victory for scientific investigation.
Germany has a law that provides that if 
it  can be proved that a man is earning a suffi­
cient wage to support those dependent on 
him, but that be is dissipating that wage by 
vicious habits, he can be declared a minor, 
and he is then treated as a child. His em­
ployer is told that the wage must be paid not 
to the man, but to a guardian appointed by 
the magistrate of the district in which he 
live^, who uses the wage for the support of 
the wife and children. In England a man 
who could not get his wage might refuse to 
work. In Germany the police would see that 
he did his work. In this country the men— 
and they are numerous—who spend more of 
their earnings in slaking their thirst and the 
thirst of their friends for intoxicating drinks, 
or in following other paths of dissipation, 
than they expend in purchasing the neces­
saries of life for their families, are usually 
hale fellows well met—men who frequently 
feel their importance as integral parts of the 
political and social fabric of communities; un- i 
til they sink to a certain level. In one of the 
manufacturing towns in this county as much 
money is spent for beer as for bread, and in 
numerous instances as much as two-thirds of 
the income from wages goes over bars, and 
one-third toward the support-of mothers and 
children. The German law is doubtless a 
good law in Germany. When Pennsylvanians 
get far enough along to enforce existing legis­
lation with regard to the business in which 
they figure as partners, tbelawaforementioned 
might be put on trial in Pennsylvania.
The report was sent out from Washing­
ton the other day that recently compiled 
statistics showed a decreased birth rate over 
the country at large. State Health Com­
missioner Dixon, upon being requested for an 
opinion as to the “statistics” averred that 
“there is no race suicide in Pennsylvania.” 
The Commissioner says: “There were 190,- 
000 births in Pennsylvania during 1908, 
against 112,000 deaths; that is 78,000 more 
births than deaths. It is most encouraging, 
also, to find that the deaths in Pennsylvania 
in 1908 decreased by 3000 over 1907, in spite 
of the increase in population.”
The Spokane-Chicago Aerial Transpor­
tation Company is in process of organization 
in Spokane, Washington. The company an­
nounces its purpose to build a two hundred 
passenger aeroplane, for flights between 
Chicago and the Pacific coast. The inventor 
who has made the plans for the machine 
claims to have already built an airship which 
will successfully carry ten passengers, and 
previous to floating the stock of the company 
he will give public demonstrations with the 
smaller machine. A number of demonstra­
tions will have to be made before that stock 
floats, or sells.
The Springfield Republican says: “The 
announced purpose o f  the Taft Administra­
tion to organize the Cabinet into a general 
and then a special budget committee is a wel­
come bit of news. Under the plan as out­
lined the whole Cabinet will act together in 
co-ordinating and adjusting and pruning the 
various departmental estimates for appropri­
ations, and after that the work will be sub­
mitted to a special Cabinet committee of 
three, headed by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, for further pruning. This should 
be effective for greater economy in adminis­
tration. The budget o f no great nation on 
earth has been as loosely handled as that of 
the Washington Government, and it is high 
time a change were made.”
John Mahon of Baltimore and the fore­
most leader of the Democratic party in Mary­
land, has made an announcement in favor, pf 
woman suffrage. He says: “I believe 1in 
woman having a vote on everything, candi­
dates for all offices, and so on, just as men 
have. Her interest in public matters is the 
real one and she should have a say. I believe 
in unrestricted woman suffrage. Here in 
Baltimore the irresponsible negro and illiter­
ates of any and every kind and description, 
who care no more about the real things of life 
than a donkey, are allowed to participate in 
elections. What reason can be given for de­
priving the woman, who has more at stake 
than any man can possibly have in the affairs 
of government, of the franchise r ig h ts? ’ ,
James A. Garfield, once President of 
the Unitqd States by Republican votes, said 
on April 1, 1870: “I hold that a properly ad­
justed competition between home and foreign 
products is the best guage by which to regu­
late international trade. Duties should be so 
high that our manufacturers can fairly com­
pete with the foreign article, but not so high 
as to enable them to drive out the foreign 
product, enjoy a monopoly of the trade and
regulate the price as they please........I am
for a protection which leads to ultimate free 
trade. I am for the free trade which can 
only be achieved through a reasonable pro­
tection.” . The Congress at Washington is 
now wrestling with monopolistic tariff duties 
far in excess of those in force in 1870, when, 
if protection was needed at all, it was far 
more needed then than now. And it is hardly 
to be expected—considering the powerful 
hold of tariff beneficiaries upon the national 
lawmakers—that Congress will adopt in 1909 
the Garfield standard of 1870.
F rom tbe Philadelphia Record: “It was Agur, the 
son of Jakeh, the oracle, who was fain to admit there 
were four things too wonderful for him: ‘The way of 
an eagle in the air; the way of a serpent upon a rock; 
the way of a ship in the midst of the sea, and the way 
of a man with a maid.’ These things still puzzle the 
wise. Had Agur, however, lived till this day he 
would, no doubt, have added to his list of things past 
finding out ‘the way of Northern Tier grangers with 
oleo. ’ Oleo, it is well known, Is an abomination of 
desolation. Yet it is currently reported that some 
crafty grangers sell to the heathen outside the gates 
all their product of butter at 40 cents per pound or 
thereabout, and buy 17-cent oleo for home consump­





ture Across East Rim.
BIB CROWD WAS PRESENT
Thousands of Automobiles Awaited
Chance to Cross the Bridge After
Mayor McClellan—It’s Daily Capa­
city Is 250,000 Persons.
New York, March 31.—Amid the 
cheering of thousands, the tooting of 
automobiles and the blowing of fac­
tory whistles, the new Queensborough 
bridge was opened to the public by 
Mayor McClellan.
It seemed as if every owner of an 
auto for miles around was on hand to 
be among the first to cross the new 
$20,000,000 span. It is no exaggeration 
tc say that there were thousands of 
machines a t either end when the 
mayor and others of the official party 
arrived to make the trip across.
Mayor McClellan and Bridge Com­
missioner Stevenson stopped and 
bought tickets at the tollgate. The 
mayor got No. 1 and Mr. Stevenson 
No. 2.
Halfway across the structure the 
mayor was stopped by a fife and drum 
corps escorting a party of veterans 
from Queens county. The mayor salut­
ed them and his machine ran slowly, 
so that his escort could accompany 
him across the bridge.
Here are some figures, showing that 
in many respects the Queensborough 
bridge is the greatest of the four 
structures spanning the East river.
Main dimensions: Total length of 
bridge, including approaches, 7424 
feet; length of bridge proper, 3724 
feet, 6 inches; clear height above 
mean high water, 135 feet; height of 
towers above bottom chord, 185 feet; 
approximate dead load, steel paving, 
etc., 120,000.000 pounds.
Daily capacity, cars and promenade, 
215,000 persons.
Total cost, including approaches,
$20,000,000.
Location: From East Fifty-nintl 
street, Manhattan, across East river 
and Blackwell’s island, to Long Island 
City.
Type of bridge, cantilever.
Bridge contains four trolley tracks, 
two elevated railroad tracks, two 
floors, a roadway fifty-three feet wire, 
and two footwalks, each sixteen feet 
wide.
When the New York arid Brooklyn 
bridge was completed in 1883 it war 
the longest suspension bridge in the 
world. The formal opening of the 
bridge was attended by a disaster 
Thousands of persons fought to get a 
place upon the structure, and the 
crush was so great that a number of 
eager sightseers were killed and hun­
dreds injured.
WILL BE ARRESTED 
FOR OLD MURDER
Wealthy Man Accused of Crime 
" ■" '"YearsA go.
Terre Haute, Ind., March 31. — 
Charged with the murder of Rose 
Tritt a t Sandford, Ind., thirty-two 
years ago, Sylvester Burnham is to 
be arrested in Texas. Requisition pa­
pers were obtained from Governor 
Marshall a t Indianapolis. The police 
will not say in what part of Texas 
Burnham is living. He is said to be a 
wealthy ranch owner.
Tbe man that is said to have mur­
dered Rose Tritt was, it is alleged, a 
laborer on her father’s farm and was 
madly in love with the girl. She and 
her family declined to receive him as 
a suitor. One night he is said to have 
slipped into the girl’s room and cut 
her throat, rolled the body in a carpet 
and then set fire to the house. Tritt 
and his wife escaped the flames arid in 
the morning found the body of their 
daughter in the charred carpet. The 
suspected laborer disappeared. Accord­
ing to the police, he joined the navy 
and afterward established himself in 
Texas.
Charged With Smuggling.
New York, March 31.—George Vol- 
son, a clerk in the French consulate 
here, was arrested by order of the fed­
eral authorities on a charge of com­
plicity in the attempted smuggling of 
$3000 worth of laces and diamonds. 
Maurice Barnier, Second officer of the 
La Savoie, in whose stateroom the 
alleged contraband was found about a 
week ago, is also under arrest.
Second Wife Didn’t Love Him Devotedly 
Henderson, Ga., March 31.—Because 
his young wife does not love him as 
devotedly as his former wife, who died 
a year ago, was the reason assigned 
by Taylor Rittenberry for slashing his 
wife’s throat from ear to ear and then 
attempting suicide in a like manner 
when cornered by a police officer. 
Both will probably die.
Child Playing Destroys Both Eyes. 
Mahanoy City, Pa., March 31. — 
While playing with a parasol here 
nine-year-old Charles Wasley destroy­
ed the sight of both his eyes when he 
ananned two of the steel ribs.
Many Hundred New Spring 
Suits Have Arrived
and are here for your inspection and approval. 
Simplicity is the keynote of new Spring 
Styles and the severeness of treatment of 
the correct suit requires that your gar­
ments be perfectly tailored.
Theskillfand ingenuity of the designer 
is aptly portrayed in all our garments.
R O Y A L  W A I S T S
is the leader of waists not only in materials 
but in style, workmanship and finish. It 
is the greatest Waist of popular prices in 
the market.
SSrendlinger’s.
N O R R I S T O W N -  P J X J
Spring and Summer HATS 
AND CAPS.
NOBBY CAPS in all colors—Golf, Yacht and Eaton Styles- 
25 and 50 Cents.
Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles t0$$ 3  oo
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. All first-class stores 
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
Tracey, : the Hatter,
10-11. 38 E. Main S treet, Norristown, Pa.
T H R I F T
Is the foundation of success and suc­
cess makes for contentment. The 
smallest measure of success is always 
preferable to no success, and a small 
beginning
i i s r  S A L v i i s r c a - s
Is one step in a safe direction.
3 PER CENT, paid ©n Time De­
posits.
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts 
at the
Colgeie national Bank.
Patronage solicited and appreciated. 
Courteous treatment to all and 
painstaking care in giving patrons 
the best service.
Heavy Plated Silverware 
at Reduced Prices.
Following our usual after-Christmas 
policy of curtailing our stock of Silver­
ware preparatory to the new Spring lines 
coming in, we have made liberal reduc­
tions on our heavy plated silverware— 
the famous Rogers “1847” ware that lasts 
a life-time. The designs are new and in 
fact in any piece you select you’re getting 
a real bargain.
I t might be well to look ahead to Spring 
weddings and get the gift NOW for less 
cost. Included in the special sale are 
Teaspoons, Desert Spoons, and Table 
Spoons, as well as a great many odd 
pieces in Silver table ware.
tW  Beautiful Gifts for All Occasions.
J. D. SALLADE,
JEWELER,
16 E. Main Street,
WH EN  YOU WASTT TO BUY OK SE L L  R EA L ESTATE
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and 
we will certainly be pleased to give your 
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t 
succeed in doing business with you tbe 
loss is ours, not yonrs.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.
IT’S EASY TO
LO SE M O N E Y
if you don’t understand stock manipu­
lations, and the schemes of promoters.
Some point to Rockefeller, Mills and 
otbers as having made their pile through 
this channel, but
What about the thousands of others 
who have lost their all, through the ad­
vice of a promoter, and his tender of a 
handsomely engraved certificate, repre­
senting an undeveloped property,—a 
mere hole in the ground.
Better err on tbe side of safety and 
accept 3 per cent, for every day at the
P enn Trust Co.
The Company that pays 3 per 
cent. Interest for every day 




First - Class Bread, 
Cakes, Pies, 
Candies, Etc.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am 
thankful to the public for patronage re­





AUTOMOBILES TO HIRE. LOT OF 
CARRIAGES for sale at reasonable 
prices, including oae new surrey.
NEW PIANOS of best makes from $150 
upward. Pianos for rent.
HENRY YOST, JR., Collegeville, Pa.
J1 U L L  STOCK O F
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No­
tions are being closed out at greatly re­
duced prices.
M rs. Frances Barrett’s,
Ma in  St . ,  N x a b  St a tio n ,
tbe same.
C H A R LES KUHHT.
D r e e r ’s  G a r d e n
B O O K A r  1 9 0 9
i. now the most valuable guide to the 
growing of vegetables and flowers that 
Has ever been printed. Over 100 
Special Cultural Articles written ex­
pressly (or this book by the foremost 
horticulturists of the day.
t9rhn■ you Mrs in tho tity ta li for a totf~~or loritt 
and w  will matt it FREE,
Henry A. Dreer
7 1 4  C h e s tn u t S t . ,  Philadelph ia^
D AVI D C U LP, J R .,
Blacksmith and H o r s e s h o e r
at the old stand on Main Street, 
ville, near Perkiomen Bridge All 
of blacksmithing done. H orseshoeing  
specialty.. . 10- •
A d v e r tis e  Y o u r Sale*  *■
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. I n d e p e n d e n t .
08651330
STATE AND GENERAL NEWS. 7
HEADQUARTERS FOR
M e n ’s  F u r n i s h i n g  G o o d s  !
45 COMMISSIONS 
PROVIDED FOR
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF 
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR 
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Uaderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything 
<yon are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS 
'will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR 8TOCK.
New Scheme In Legislature to 
Sidetrack Bills.
WIMI- ZE3I. G - I L B E R T ,
132 WEST H i m  STREET,
N O R R IS T O W N , P A .10-18.
K E Y S T O N E





dement Brick, Sewer Pipe, Drain Tile, Fence Posts, Lawn 
Vases, Water Troughs, Steps, Sills, Slabs and 
Ornamental Stones.
SAND FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Re-enforced Silos Built of Concrete Blocks for Same Price 
as Wooden Ones.
PRICE LIST :
Drain Tile, 4 inch, 2 cents per foot.
Water Troughs 11.00 per foot.Sewer Pipes. 6 inches, 8 cents per foot.
“ 8 “ 12 “ “ “
“ »* xo “ 20 “ « “
« .< is « 40 “ “ “
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, 16c. a piece.
“ Brick $6.50 to $12.00 per 1000. 
Reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or rail, 
25 cents a piece.
Lawn Vases $3.00 each.
Side Walk Slabs, 10 cents per square foot. 
Door Steps and Sills, 25c. per foot.
Edison Portland Cement, $1.60 per barrel 
net.
Circulars Free.
Bell ’Phone 4 Y ALL WORK FULLY GUARANTEED.
For male.Farms, residences, hotels, building 
sites—all locations, prices and terms. 
Also a number of houses in Norristown, 
Bridgeport and Conshobocken.
Money to loan on first mortgage.
THOS. B. WILSON,
8-15. Eagleville, Pa.
H E N R Y  G. F L Y ,
(Successor to J. R. Christman,)




all kinds o f
D ressed
Poultry.
Served in . COLLEGE VILLE every Tues­
day, Thursday and Saturday.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
□ I pay 7%c. per pound for veal calves and 
50c. extra for delivery.
HORACE STORE
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
Manufacturer and Dealer in All 
Kinds of AMERICAN and 
FOREIGN
Also Old Granite Work Cleaned 
to Look Like New.
attention given to cleaning 
all kim?.^?numents’ tablets, Copings ana 
howlnntol ce'?,0teiT work no matter of 
ored Dw?naD<*lng or k°w badly discol- 
their oriwi ,Bua-r5ntee to restore them to 
the Granite^ bngtltne3s without injuring
*®Utae Independent’s eight pa^es 
eentain l°cai and general news,agri-
notes-’ short stories an<* 
matter tl°A “ Iscellaneous reading 
week8; $iA00OOpy every  week for 52
We have quite a number 
of Inquiries 
FOR FARMS !
If you wish to sell send 
us word.
GOTWALS & BEYER,
55 E. Main St NORRI8TOWN, PA.
J  A. MOONEY,
(F O R M E R L Y  O F  N O R R IS T O W N ,)
Blacksmiths Horseshoer
GRATERFORD, PA.
Shoeing of road and track horses a 
specialty. First-class new and repair 






H A R N E SS
-AT-
G R A T E R F O R D .
My BOYERTOWN WAGONS have the 
QUALITY, STYLE and FINISH that 
you get on a first-class vehicle.
A full line of FINE HAND-MADE 
HARNESS.
Anything I don’t have I will get at 
short notice.




“Man,” declared the old fashioned 
preacher, “is a worm.”
“And,” said a man who had been 
married three times and who was oc­
cupying a small space in a rear pew. 
“woman is the early bird.”—Chicago 
Record-Herald.
Expensive Education.
“Do you think you could learn to 
love me?” asked old Gotrox.
“Oh, I don't know,” replied Miss 
Youngbudd. “How much are you will­
ing to spend on my education?”—OhV 
engo New*.
Refused to Accompany Her.
A  noted German lyric soprano, who 
may as well be nameless here, as she 
is no longer before the public, devel­
oped in her later years a habit of sing­
ing out of tune. One night at a small 
company, being asked to sing, she 
promptly consented, and her hostess 
then went to Otto Leeemann, the Ger­
man critic, who was present, and said:
“Herr Lessmann, will yon accom­
pany Madam Blank?”
“With pleasnre. Where is she go­
ing?"
“Why, to sing.”
“No, pardon me, not there.”—New 
York Tribune.
An Easy Remedy.
He—Your milliner’s bill cost me 
last year as much as the salary of my 
two bookkeepers. That is more than 
I can afford. She—Well, discharge one 
flf, thjun —FlUurftDds Blatter.
WOULD REQUIRE $500,000
The House Favors Borrowing $25,000,- 
000 For Good Roads—Bill Passed to 
Tax Gas Companies—It Is Claimed 
State’s Income During the Next Two 
Years Will Be $56,000,000, and Many 
Bills Doomed to Defeat May Be 
Passed.
By ROBERT HAIGHT.
Everything is now in working order 
for completing the final touches on the 
bills pending before both branches, 
and there is now no doubt but that 
the legislature will adjourn according 
to its original program on April 15. 
This, however, will not be accom­
plished without sacrificing a lot of 
good proposed legislation, and it is the 
opinion of all observers that the pres­
ent session is not one to which any of 
the members can point with pride. It 
is true that the business people of the 
state generally do not want the enact­
ment of a great mass of legislation, 
but there are many matters which they 
believed demanded relief.
The leaders of the present body have 
religiously followed out the plan map­
ped out by them at the beginning of 
the legislature. Whenever a bill was 
presented it was first taken up in the 
“sub” legislature which meets in the 
office of United States Senator Pen­
rose in Philadelphia, and then if they, 
should see their way clear to do so 
orders were Issued to act according to 
their instructions, and if the proposed 
law was one which would be likely to 
raise a commotion for the future, the 
plan was to have a commission ap­
pointed to consider and report to the 
next legislature. In this way the big 
leaders saved themselves the odium of 
passing or killing the bill as their in­
terests would be most affected.
Forty-five Commissions Provided For.
By this method of transacting busi­
ness, which the people of the state 
look to the members to attend to, not 
less than forty-five commissions have 
been provided for, and should these all 
pass and the governor approve of them 
a sum approximating not less than 
$500,000 will be expended on their 
travelling expenses and clerk hire 
during the next two years. This mat­
ter was brought forcibly to the atten­
tion of the members during the past 
week, when the bill to provide for the 
appointment of a commission to revise 
and codify the tax laws of the state 
and endeavor if possible to reach some 
sort of a conclusion by which the tax 
system of the state could be equal­
ized. While it is conceded that this is 
the only sane method by which any 
information could be gained on this 
much-discussed question, yet the gen­
eral proposition to create another com­
mission has had the effect of bringing 
to the minds of the members the fact 
that they had about delegated all of 
their rights and powers to kindred bod­
ies, and in doing so had shirked the 
duties for which they were chosen. The 
bill, which carries with it  an appro­
priation of $20,000, passed, however, 
and there is no doubt but that it will 
be presented to the governor for his 
final action, as the senate is as anxious 
to dodge this subject as the members 
of the house, and they will, therefore, 
vote to pass the house bill.
As an illustration of the futility of 
commissions, the present struggle now 
going on to enact a new school code 
is a striking one. The last legislature 
dodged this important subject by pro­
viding for the appointment of a com­
mission to deal with the subject. This 
body had-numerous meetings and pre­
sented the result of their labors in 
the shape of a voluminous bill dealing 
with every phase of the question. This 
biH was promptly referred to the edu­
cational committees of both houses, 
and as these bodies were not all agree­
able with the terms contained therein 
they have not been able to decide on 
it either one way or the other. Fore­
seeing the effect that a failure on this 
Important subject would have with the 
community at large, a Philadelphia 
lawyer has been brought into the sub­
ject, and he has patched up a bill 
which was adopted by the house com­
mittee only after the most drastic or­
ders had been issued by the party lead­
ers, and it is now on the floor of the 
house awaiting the action of that body. 
As nearly every member can pick some 
flaw that will have a baneful effect on 
his school district numerous amend­
ments will be proposed, and the party 
lash will have to be applied most vig­
orously before the measure can be 
forced through the house. Aside from 
the borrowing and taxing features as 
relates to cities of the first class, the 
most important changes agreed upon 
are those regarding text books. These 
powers are left to a majority of the 
school directors.
By some slip-up in the program the 
senate has defeated the department 
pure food bill, but the vote has been 
reconsidered and the bill again placed 
an the postponed calendar. An effort 
will be made to pass the same at an 
early date when there is a full attend­
ance of the friends of the measure. 
The house committee on health has 
also definitely killed the bill which 
provided that whenever an article oi 
food had been kept in cold storage foi
a term over ten days It should be so 
branded or marked.
Would Borrow $25,000,000 For Roads.
The house has passed finally the 
bill providing for a constitutional 
amendment by which the state is al­
lowed to borrow $25,000,000 for the 
building of good roads. Should it pass 
the senate it will be advertised next 
year and acted upon in the session of 
1911, and then if favorable action is 
taken it will go before the people for 
final ratification.
Although Representative Creasy sub­
mitted the result of his Investigation 
showing that the “extras” in the de­
partment of highways amounted to 
$345,147 in the year 1907, the house 
committee on roads voted down the 
resolution presented by the Columbia 
county man providing for an investiga­
tion of the state department of high­
ways.
The Grim Automobile bill Is being 
opposed by a number of people in the 
rural districts of the state. Former 
Speaker Henry F. Walton, who repre­
sents a number of township commis­
sioners throughout the state, appeared 
before the house roads committee last 
week and presented arguments against 
thp passage of the bill in its present 
form. Some of the objections which 
he presented are as follows: Placing 
the limit of age at which an applicant 
may become a chauffeur at seventeen 
years, with no other qualification than 
that of establishing a residence; to 
the amounts prescribed as license fees 
for chauffeurs as being too low and 
providing that they should be graded 
to amounts of $10, $25 and $50, and 
suggesting amendments that cities, 
boroughs and townships should be al­
lowed police regulations over the use 
of their highways and to  regulate the 
speed limit of vehicles. Another and 
most important amendment advocated 
by the opponents of the bill would al­
low the fines to go to the city, borough 
or township treasury instead of to the 
state treasury as the bill proposes. 
The committee expects to shape the 
bill so as to report it in a few days, 
and no m atter what recommendations 
are made a big fight will be precipi­
tated.
To Tax Gas Companies.
While the party leaders in the house 
were asleep at the switch that body 
pushed through the bill presented by 
Representative Jones, of Susquehanna 
placing a tax on the capital stock and 
gross receipts of gas manufacturing 
corporations. Should this measure pass 
the senate it would hit the United Gas 
Improvement company and similar 
manufacturing companies throughout 
the state and derive a revenue of 
nearly a million dollars to the state. It 
was never intended to have the bill 
pass finally, but It slipped through 
when the leaders were asleep. There 
Is no doubt, however, but that orders 
will be Issued by tbe leaders to kill 
tt<fln the senate, as it is well known 
that many of them are heavily Inter­
ested in the United Gas Improvement 
company, of Philadelphia.
Another bill which came near pass­
ing the house because of the lack of 
leadership in that body is the proposed 
garnishee law, which is backed 
by numerous merchants’ associations 
throughout the state. By the terms of 
the bill merchants or any person to 
whom a debt Is owed would be given 
tbe right to levy upon 25 per cent 
of the debtor’s wages. The labor or­
ganizations are against the bill and the 
Republican organization leaders are 
said to have promised that they would 
bring about its defeat when brought 
up, but before the floor leaders knew 
what was going on the house was vot­
ing on the bill and then there was a 
general scramble to change the votes 
on the part of those members who 
had voted to pass It without knowing 
what they were doing. In order to 
save it from absolute defeat the 
friends of the measure then had i 
placed on the postponed calendar, and 
there It will remain for the balance of 
the session.
More Revenue Found.
It Is now given out that the appro­
priation committee of the house, in 
making another recapitulation, has dis­
covered that the state’s Income will 
reach $56,000,000. This differs mater­
ially' from the figures furnished by 
Governor Stuart at the beginning of 
the session, when he estimated that 
the revenue would not be over $44,000,- 
000, and if the figures of the appro­
priation committee prove true, provis­
ion can be made for every legitimate 
demand upon the state. It is now pro­
posed to give the Stuart highway bill 
an appropriation of $3,000,000, and 
there is also a possibility that the sol­
diers will be given pensions amounting 
to $1,700,000. The leaders will also 
try to make good their promise to 
have a  park surrounding the state cap- 
itol by appropriating $1,500,000 for the j 
purchase of a lot of wooden shacks ! 
now lying between the capltol and the j 
railroad tracks. There Is some doubt, 
however, as to whether the governor i 
will sign this bill.
According to the story now given 
out the governor Insists that of the 
$56,000,000 revenue not less than $2. 
000,000 shall be held In reserve an ’ 
hospitals and all deserving Institution t 
are to be given liberal aid. As to tb ' 
soldiers’ pension bill, this is to be 
amended that only soldiers who have 
an income of less than $500 per year 
and who served from sixty to ninety | 
days will be eligible for pension? 
amounting to $6 per month. Upon it« 
presentation in the house the bill is 
to be further amended by Represen­
tative Patterson, of Blair, reducing the 
pension to $5 per month: It is believed 
that less than one-third of the 50,000 
soldiers of Pennsylvania will come m - | 
der the $500 limit, and if such is the 1 
case it is possihle that the $1,700,000 
would provide sufficient. pensions foi 
‘.his number lor two years.
Harrisburg, Pa.
CRAZY SNAKE CAPTURED
Leader of Indian Outlaws, Badly 
Wounded, Lodged In Jail.
Fort Worth, Tex., March 31.—A dis­
patch from the scene of the Indian up­
rising in Oklahoma reports that Crazy 
Snake, the leader of the band of out­
laws, has been captured after being 
badly wounded, and that he hag been 
taken to the federal prison at Mus­
kogee.
Indian Charged With Killing Two.
Oklahoma City, Okla., March 31.— 
Great excitement prevails among the 
Seminole freedmen near Holdenville, 
because of the arrest of one of their 
number, Frank Coker, charged with 
killing Marshal Baum and Deputy 
Odom during the fight at Crazy 
Snake’s house on Saturday.
WALKS 1800 M ILES IN 89DAYS
Member of U. S. Signal Corps Com­
pletes Long Tramp.
Gulfport, Miss., March 31.—T. R. 
Deckrow, of the United States signal 
corps, arriyed here, having walked 
1800 miles from Sault Ste Marie, 
Mich., in eighty-nine days. Deckrow 
started the walk with three compan­
ions, the stipulation being that the dis­
tance be made in ninety days. The 
other three dropped out.
NEW KIND OF GOAL 
NEAR HUNTINGDON
Fife-Foot Vein of Fuel Found 
at Depth of 85 Feet.
Huntingdon, Pa., March 31. — Con­
siderable excitement has been occa­
sioned in Oneida township, three 
miles north of this city, through the 
discovery of a species of bituminous 
coal closely resembling cannel coal. 
Tbis find was made on the farm of 
F. W. Zinn, senior member of the 
mercantile firm of Zinn Brothers. A 
shaft to the depth of eighty-five feet 
has been sunk, and at this depth a 
five-foot vein of * the coal has been 
found. The product, which has been 
extensively used by the neighboring 
farmers, burns freely in both heating 
and cooking stoves. The coal and the 
strata surrounding it have been criti­
cally examined by experts, who pro­
nounce it a very valuable find and 
gives every evidence of rich develop­
m ent
WOMAN PREVENTS LYNCHING
Pleaded With Mob to Let Law Take 
Its Course.
• Chillicothe, Mo., March 31.—Lynch­
ing of the two men accused ot> shoot­
ing and mortally wounding Marshal 
Caraway at Jamesport, was prevented 
by Mrs. James Wood, wife of a farmer 
living near Jamesport. The men had 
been wounded by a posse of farmers. 
A rope had been procured and the 
farmers were stringing up the pris­
oners in the yard of the Wood home, 
when Mrs. Wood pleaded with the 
leader of the posse to permit the law 
to take its course. Her plea prevailed 
and the men were taken to the jail at 
Gallitin, Mo.
THREW OUT JURY LIST
New Jersey Judge Then Had Entire 
New One Substituted.
Bridgeton, N. J., March 31.—Judge 
Tuller threw out the entire list of 
jurors prepared by Sheriff Payne for 
the April term of court and substituted 
an entire new list himself. He ap­
pointed two elisors to draw the jurors. 
This is said to be the first time that 
such action has been taken by a judge 
in the history of the New Jersey 
courts and it is looked upon as a se­
vere reb nke to the sheriff for the 
character of the petit jurors drawn 
by him.
DYNAMITE K ILLS EIGHT
Gang Was Unloading Car When Its 
Contents Exploded.
Chillicothe, O., March 31. — Eight 
workmen were killed and eight others 
were injured by an explosion of sev­
eral hundred pounds of dynamite at 
Indian Creek, near here, where the 
Norfolk & Western railroad is double 
tracking. A crew of men was unloading 
a car of dynamite when it' exploded.
Invited to Plant Tree on Lincoln Farm 
Lexington, Ky., March 31. — Presi­
dent Frost, of Berea college, has in­
vited President Taft to be at the Lin­
coln farm May 30 to take part in the 
memorial services and plant a tree in 
honor of Lincoln. Mr. Taft has the 
matter under consideration.
Prominent Jersey Mason Dead.
Atlantic City, March 31. — George 
Franklin Fort, a member of the Cam­
den, N. J„ bar, an authority on the 
history of Free Masonry, and a well 
known scholar, died here, aged sixty- 
four years, at the home of his nephew, 
William F. Fort.
Killed Himself With Shotgun.
Washington, March 31.—Henry A. 
Griswold, formerly president of, the 
Anacostia & Potomac Railroad com- j 
pany, now a part of the Washing’o- , 
Electric Railway and Power company, 
killed himself with a shotgun here.
Found Buried In Cotton 8eed.
Laurens. S. C., March 31.—Buried 
six feet deep in a wagon load of cot- ■ 
tonseed, the dead body of a white man ■ 
was found at Clinton. A pistol and 
shotviin were found by his side.
ND LOCKOUT IN 
COAL REGION
Collieries Will Resume Work 
on Friday.
SENTIMENT AGAINST STRIKE
It Is Believed a Full Quota of Men 
Will Work as Long as the Mines 
Are Kept Open For Them—Present 
Wages and Conditions Will Prob­
ably Continue.
Pottsville, Pa., March 31.—The an­
thracite collieries in the Schuylkill 
district will resume work Friday morn­
ing after Thursday’s holiday suspen­
sion and will work until the close of 
the week, information to this effect 
being given out from Philadelphia & 
Reading Coal and Iron company head­
quarters and from individual colliery 
superintendents. This means that 
there will be no lockout, and If there 
is any suspension it will be by reason 
of the miners not reporting at the col­
lieries.
As the sentiment in this region is 
strongly against a strike if it is possi­
ble to come to an agreement which 
will not be humiliating to the organi­
zation it is certain that there will be a 
full quota of men out as long as the 
collieries are kept open for them. No 
intimation is given of the conditions 
which the operators will offer to the 
men after the expiration of the pres­
ent agreement, hut by the policy of 
keeping the mines in operation with­
out any ceremony of any kind it is 
inferred that the wages and other con­
ditions will remain unchanged.
Will Work Until Further Notice.
Mahanoy City, Pa., March 31.—All 
doubt as to a lockout at the mines 
on April 1 was removed by the an­
nouncement that the collieries of the 
Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron 
company in the Mahanoy district will 
continue operations after this date un­
til further notice. The Mill Creek Coal 
company and the Dodson Coal com­
pany have decided to pursue a simi­
lar policy.
Favor Renewing Agreement.
Shenandoah, Pa., March 31. —  The 
grievance committee of the locals 
favor the union accepting the oper­
ators’ terms by signing a three year 
agreement, even if no concessions are 
granted.
BROKE MONTE CARLO’S  BANK
New Yorker “Cleaned Up” a Modest 
$24,000 at Roulette.
New York, March 31, — Henry B. 
Harris is “The man who broke the 
bank at Monte Carlo.” He broke it two 
weeks ago and he got away with his 
winnings, amounting to $24,000.
Mr. Harris didn’t  know any more 
about roulette than he does about 
ping pong. He watched some of his 
friends play and lose. Then he became 
interested and he laid two 150 franc 
notes on a number.
The wheel turned and the little ball 
spun, and Mr. Harris looked up to see 
that It had fallen to his number. He 
was paid 8750 francs, about $1750. rte 
kept on winning until the bank sus­
pended.
ELIOT OFFERED EMBASSY
Post In London Tendered to President 
of Harvard.
Washington, March 31.—president 
Taft, speaking at a dinner, tendered to 
President Charles W. Eliot, of Har­
vard university, in this city, ann unc- 
ed by direct inference that Dr. Eliot 
had been tendered and was consider­
ing the appointment of ambassador to 
Great Britain. Senator Root, of New 
York, had incicated the selection of 
Dr. Eliot, and President Taft mad? the 
announcement stronger by declaring 
he indorsed all that Senator Root had 
said.
Priest Shockingly Burned.
Norwood, R. I., March 31.—Shock­
ingly burned, the body of Rev. Father 
Edward E. Nobart, a French Driest, 
was found on the floor of his little 
chapel In this village. Although there 
is no certainty as to how the priest 
met his death, it is believed that an 
oil lamp he was carrying became over­
turned and that his clothing was set 
on fire by the blazing oil.
Alleged Russian Embezzler Caught.
Philadelphia, March 31.—Accrued of 
embezzling upwards of $51,000 from 
the Russian government, a man, be­
lieved to be Isaac Yakovlev Matsaen- 
ko, was arrested here. He was found 
working in a rag house in this city by 
a deputy United States marshal and 
two detectives.
Remorse Caused Suicide.
Trenton, N. J., March 31.—Harry S. 
Blunck, aged eighteen years, commit­
ted suicide by taking strychnine. 
Blunck was arraigned earlier in the 
day on the charge of having robbed a 
local grocery store, and his svicide is 
believed to have been brought on by 
remorse.
Two Negroes Lynched.
Camden, Ark.. March 31.—Tbe Pick­
ett brothers, negroes, who killed 
Charles Abbott, white, and woundeo 
his brother, were taken from the coun 
ty jail at Eldorado and lvnched.
8 FARM AND GARDEN,
Farm *  
G a r d e n
FOR FARM EQUIPMENT.
Cheap and Efficient Helps For Coun­
try Life.
The successful management of a 
modern farm depends largely upon the 
efficiency of the equipment with which 
the work Is performed. In addition to 
the outfit of tools obtainable from a 
hardware dealer, there are a number 
of special devices that may be made 
on the farm and that will prove of 
great assistance In general repair 
work. A workbench of some kind will 
probably be the first essential. For the 
construction of a workbench like that 
shown in • the first cut there will be 
needed four boards seven-eighths Inch 
thick, twelve to fourteen Inches wide 
and about twelve feet In length. The 
length of the bench, however, will de­
pend upon the size of the shop or other 
space that may be available for use as
CROSS SECTION WORKBENCH.
a workroom. Two pieces of 2 by 4 
Inch scantling, each sixteen feet long, 
will be sufficient to construct the 
framework of the bench. All lumber 
entering Into the construction of the 
workbench should be thoroughly sea­
soned and dressed to uniform width 
and thickness.
A clamp for holding materials should 
be constructed from a piece of hard 
wood and attached by the aid of a car­
penter’s bench screw. This clamp 
should be provided with notches or pin 
holes a t the lower end so that it can be 
set to hold materials of any thickness. 
Along the front of the bench two or 
three holes should be provided, into 
which pins may be set for supporting 
boards or other materials that are too 
long to be held rigid by the clamp 
alone.
A “stop” for holding materials that 
are to be planed can be inserted in 
the top of the bench, near the left 
hand end, as shown in the cut. If a 
regular stop is not employed its place 
may be taken by a sm all. piece of 
notched board nailed on top of the 
bench.
A pair of trestles or sawhorses, each 
consisting of a piece of 2 by 4 inch or 
2 by 6 inch timber, about four feet in 
length, supported upon four legs, as 
illustrated in the second figure, are 
very convenient for working upon 
while marking, sawing, boring or chis-. 
eling. The sawhorses are an accessory 
to  the workbench and should be con­
structed at the same time. The cost 
of the materials with which to con­
struct both the workbench and saw­
horses should not exceed $5. Among 
the accessories to the workbench 
there is no device that will give great­
er satisfaction than a good miter box, 
to be used for sawing small wood ma­
terials either square or a t an angle. 
For the construction of a miter box 
three pieces of board one inch thick, 
six inches wide and three feet in 
length should be selected and nailed 
together in the form of a square 
trough, taking care that the nails are 
driven well out toward the edge of the 
boards. Vertical cuts are sawed 
through the sides to the bottom board 
to guide the saw when the box is in 
use. Near one end a cut is made at
INTERIOR OF WORKSHOP WITH TWBN TV-FIVE
DOLLAR OUTFIT.
the right angles with the length of the 
box to be used in making square cuts. 
For making bevel cuts for a right an­
gled miter joint the sides of the box 
should be sawed down on oblique 
lines running at an angle of forty-five 
degrees with the length of the box.
For the benefit of those who contem­
plate the purchase of tools 'for use on 
the farm the following combinations 
are suggested:
For a two dollar and fifty cent out­
fit—a hatchet, a handsaw, a small 
square, a screwdriver and a pair of 
pliers.
For a ten dollar outfit—a hatchet, a 
hand ax, a twenty-six inch handsaw, a 
twenty-four inch steel square, "a draw­
ing knife, a brace and six bits (one- 
quarter, three-eighths, one-half, five- 
eighths, three-quarter and one inch), a 
pair of pliers, a screwdriver, a cold 
chisel, a twelve inch flat file, a monkey 
wrench, a Jack plane, two chisels (one- 
half and one inch), a rivet punch, a 
riveting hammer, a leather punch and 
a small oil can.
Other outfits, according to the arti­
cles desired, can be had for from $2C 
to $25.
Look Into OurWindow Before You Buy
T H E  S P R IN G
OPENS THIS WEEK.
THE ENTIRE WEEK
will be given over to the showing of the new _____ ___ _ _  . . .
the reigning style hit of the age. They are the swagger kind of! 
clothes that look dignified. They are snappy, extra tasty, altogether 
genteel and rippingly stylish clothes.
They give you the same quality, style and fit that you usually 
pay twice as much for and never fail to give satisfaction. But come 
this week, see for yourself, try on as many coats as your heart desires. 
We’ll not urge you to buy either. Look into our windows, especially 
decorated with new and original styles for this opening introduction 
of Fadclothes.
The show 
of the best $10, $Jl5 and $20 SUITS IN TOWN.
You couldn’t want better Boys’ Clothing than we offer this Spring, tailored expressly for 
boys that are hard on clothes and bard to please, and rest assured that Weitzenkorn’s Boys’ Clothes 
are the best money can buy.
B O Y S’ SU IT S  A N D  R E E F E R S , $ 1 .9 8  TO $ 1 0 .  
WEITZENKORNS, - POTTSTOWN,
N O N E  B E T T E R  T H A N  
T H E  B E S T .
And They Can Always be Found Here
New Fall and Winter
SHOES ̂
Reasonably Priced, prevail in our splen­
didly stocked departments for
Men, Women, Boys and Children
INVESTMENT IN TREES.
Experience of an -Expert In Cultivat­
ing Forests.
The planting and care of forest trees 
have been carried on for several years 
now by State Forester A. F. Hawes of 
Connecticut, with interesting results. 
Mr. Hawes’ experience, boiled down to 
a few lines, indicates that for sandy. ' 
cheap lands, such as were used for 
most of the experiments, the best trees j 
are pines—white Scotch, Norway and j 
pitch. I t appears that in the long run 
white pine is the best, the trees being , 
cheaper and the growth through a 
term of years being equal to any and 
the lumber of good market value. The 
Norway pine is also considered very 
satisfactory, although the. trees cost 
more at the outset. The Scotch pine is 
a very rapid grower and will do well - 
for planting in open spaces, white 
pines requiring, some shade of bushes 
or brush to do its best a t the start. 
Two-year-old trees are most satisfac­
tory.
The young pines can be bought for 
about $3 per thousand and at five or 
six feet apart are set 1,500 to the acre. 
In fairly open land the cost of plant­
ing was $1.70 per thousand, with high­
er costs In rough or bushy ground. Ex­
amination of a number of old planta­
tions of white pine in the state indi­
cates that with cheap lands and low 
cost planting the pine would prove 
profitable as a crop, paying at least 5 
per cent. compound interest at present 
prices of lumber, with every probabil­
ity that prices will be higher by the 
time plantings now made are ready for 
market.
Attention is called to the very rapid 
way in which the investment increases 
by compound Interest and taxes. It is 
plainly unfair that the lumber crop 
should be taxed over and over again 
during growth, the tax gradually eat­
ing up the profit from the plantation. 
I t  would seem that every state would 
see the advantage of encouraging busi 
ness tree planting by abating the tax 
on past growth and taxing only the 
annual increase. An original invest­
ment of $5 per acre for land and $12 
for planting, compound Interest and 
taxes, in Connecticut amounts to $75 
by the thirteenth year and to $650 in 
seventy years. The present value of 
old plantations indicates that the 
growth of pine lumber would pay for 
the investment and interest if original 
cost were kept as low as possible. The 
amount of lumber in one planting sev­
enty years old showed that the annual 
growth had been around a thousand 
feet, Indicating a yearly average In­
come of $6 per acre for seventy years. 
Such figures Indicate that forestry Is a 
very good business Investment for the 
state as well as being desirable for 
other reasons.
Interior Clothesline.
The‘ clothesline or hanger as illus­
trated herewith Is Intended for use In 
the house during wet or cloudy weath­
er. The frame Is made with a center- 
piece of round wood about one inch 
in diameter and any length to suit 
the size of the room. The wood may 
be square if a round piece cannot be 
secured. The two end pieces are of 
the same material and eighteen inches 
long. The pieces are held together at
made from Iron. The frame Is hung 
to the ceiling on three one-half inch 
brass screw pulleys. Clotheslines are 
stretched between the end pieces on 
which to bang the clothes.
Loading the Wagon.
I t is generally believed that the load 
pulls easier if put well forward on the 
wagon. But this is not so on the or­
dinary wagon, where the bind wheels 
are larger than the front ones. Should 
the wheels be equal in size the load 
should be equally distributed. If  the 
trucks are so low down that the 
horses have an upward pull on the 
load, then it would be all right to put 
the load well forward. The load 
should be proportioned to the surface 
contact of the wheels. A large wheel 
sinks less than a small one. There­
fore the load should be heaviest on the 
hind wheels. Distribute the weight so 
that no one wheel or no one side is 
carrying the greater share, lest it 
make the draft excessive for the ton­
nage carried.
Wash Eggs For Market.
I t  would in a sense be better to 
wash eggs sent to market than to 
send them in a dirty condition. But 
washed eggs have no keeping quali­
ties. The water appears to dissolve 
the gelatinous substance which seals 
the pores of the shell, and air is thus 
admitted and soon starts decomposi­
tion. The better way to treat dirty 
eggs is to take a woolen rag only 
slightly moistened with water and 
gently rub off the dirt.
Nut Industry on the Farm.
An industry which the farmer might 
take up with profit is nut growing. 
Improved nut trees begin bearing at 
about six or eight years, bearing the 
same as apple or pear trees. Large 
trees when grafted begin to bear about 
the third or fourth year, and large 
trees that are buddbd will bear sooner 
than small ones, but the small ones 
bear longest. English walnuts car 
now be grown in the central states.
JOHNSON’S JAG.
A Telephone Talk That Must Have Had 
a Queer Sequel.
McCarty has a fondness for a joke. 
If a really glittering opportunity turns 
up, his well controlled conscience Is no 
obstacle to his devoting all the time 
necessary to  ̂the thorough and artistic 
performance of his jokelet, which Is 
bad for business, but seems to be good 
for McCarty’s digestion.
The other afternoon the telephone 
rang. A woman was on the wire. She 
had the wrong number, which made 
no difference to McCarty. He was in 
need of relaxation, and the following 
one sided conversation ensued:
“Yes—yes. this is humpty-umphsteen- 
seven Rector.”
“Who? Mr. Johnson? Oh, yes, Mr. 
Johnson—sure,” he lied pleasantly.
“Did you want to speak to him?” in­
quired McCarty sweetly.
“You’re sure it’s Mr. Johnson yon 
want to talk to?,”
Here McCarty held his hand over the 
mouthpiece and forcibly admonished 
the office boy. who, with humane inten­
tions, had come to rescue the switch­
board, suspecting trouble. “G’wan 
now! I’m doin’ this,” remarked Mc­
Carty. fixing the menial with an eagle 
eye.
“Could you give me the message, 
ma’am, and I’ll deliver it to Mr. John­
son?” he resumed with engaging po­
liteness.
“Oh, you must speak to him person­
ally if he is busy?” McCarty’s voice 
was an interrogation p o in t '
“You want Mr. Johnson himself to 
step to the telephone, and yon are Mrs. 
Johnson?”
“Well, ma’am, you see he ain’t  step­
ping much now—that is—I mean—he is 
—well—er—er”— He hesitated in elab­
orate confusion.
“Yes’m, I am explaining what’s the 
matter. He—well, you seei your hus­
band would be willing to come to the 
telephone, but he isn’t exactly able.” 
“No, he’s not just what you’d call 
busy.”
“No, he’s not ill. He’s doing nicely.” 
“We have ’im on the lounge in the 
directors’ room, and we’re doing all we 
can. for him”—
“Oh, no, ma’am, you needn’t be at 
all alarmed. He’s not able to walk yet, 
but we’ll soon have him all right.”
“No, no—not ill. I say he’s not illr 
he’s dr—that is, intoxicated, ma’am, 
but you needn’t— What’s that?” 
“You’ve never seen him intox—well, 
yon ought to see him now. What?” 
“You—I’ll”—
“Oh. She’s rung off.”
“Now, who in the deuce—who d’yer 
s’pose Mr. Johnson is, and what d’yer 
s’pose will be cornin’ to him when he 
gets home? Oh, gee!” And McCarty 
gurgled with joy as he swung back 
into his seat, and bis typewriter click­
ed innocently out upon the office at­
mosphere.—New York Press.
Breaking Out the Colors.
A pretty sight aboard ship is the 
breaking out of the flags on reaching 
a port. At the appointed time a sea­
man takes his station at the forward 
mast and another at the rear mast. 
In his hand is a small silken. bundle, 
tightly rolled. This is sent aloft. 
When the signal to break out the col­
ors is given a cord is pulled, the bun­
dle unrolls, and a splendid silk flag 
flutters out Into the breeze. At the 
foremast is that of the nation whose 
port the ship is entering, while that on 
the rear mast is the flag of the steam­
ship company, the ship’s nationality 
being advertised by a large flag at 
the stern. The latter is lowered, or 
dipped, by way of salute when an­
other steamer is passed out in the 
ocean.—H. J. Blanton in St. Louis 
Globe-Democrat
Senatorial Temper.
A good way to tell the disposition 
and temperament of a senator is to 
watch him when he gives the three 
rings for the senate elevator. The rule 
is when three are given, no matter 
who is on the elevator or where it is 
going, the elevator man must hasten 
the car in answer to the rings. If  the 
senator who rings is a t peace with the 
world and the White House he will 
permit the car to go to Its destination 
with the passengers. If the bell ringer 
is a grouch he compels the car to be 
stopped, and he has to be carried to 
his objective point, no matter who is 
aboard or how much hurry they may 
be in.—Washington Star.
Arizona’s Wonderful Canyon.
How many Americans trot off to 
Europe in search of something new 
who have never seen and probably 
never known of the Grand Canyon of 
Arizona, the most stupendous, awful, 
mysterious, beautiful and attractive 
natural wonder in the world! It has 
a depth of 6,000 feet, is over 60,000 
feet wide »nd incloses a magnificent 
river, framed in by giant peaks with 
all the colors of the rainbow. This 
magnificent canyon has been brought 
within easy reach by Pullman car 
from our great cities. A trip can be 
made from New York in three days 
and from Chicago in two.—Leslie’s 
Weekly.
The Storm Nose.
The curious name “storm nose” is 
given in Germany to the wave of high 
barometric pressure which often pre­
cedes a storm or a heavy squall. The 
barometer rises suddenly and then falls 
more gradually. It is believed that 
this phenomenon is responsible for sud­
den changes in the level of the sea. 
Observations on the seas surrounding 
Denmark have led to the conclusion 
that the change of level thus produced 
sometimes amounts to no less than 
three feet;
He who shall pass judgment on the 
records of our life is the same that 
formed us in frailty.—Stevenson.
PEKKIOHEN VALLEYMutual Fire Insurance Co. 
of Montgomery County.
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
Insures Against Fire and Storm,
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $11,000,000.
Office of the Company:
LULLEGEVILLE, PA. 
A. D. FETTEROLF, Sb c b b t a b t . •' 
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa,
Regnlar office day of the Secretary, Thurs­
day of each week ; also every evening.
FA R M ER S,
Here is what you need.
There is no time like the 
present to assure yourself of 
good crops for the future, es­
pecially as your prosperity is 
measured by the- crops you pro­
duce.
There is only one way to as­
sure bounteous crops, and that 
is by using sufficient plant food. 
If your manure does not reach, 
you cannot afford to buy stable 
manure; it is too expensive. 
You should therefore use the 
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob­
tainable.
Our goods are sold entirely 
on their own merits, and where 
once used, always used.
We guarantee the different 
grades to be in perfect mechani­
cal condition, and to produce 
results.
A fair trial will convince. 
Manufactured by JACOB 
TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom­
ery County, Pa., and for sale
by
H. T. HUH8ICKER,
Iron bridge, Pa. 
J. K. CLEMMEK A NON,
Npring Mount, Pa. 
FRANK BARNOT,
Green Lane, Pa. 
HILLEGANN A  KRAENE,
Pennobnrg, Pa. 
JOHN H. FARINGER,
R. 0 .  No. St, Norristown, Pa.
Girls’ serviceable School Shoes, well 
wearing soles, 85c., $1.00, $1.25.
Boys’ strong School Shoes, $1.00, $1.25, 
and $1.50.
Men’s Dress Shoes, Box Calf, Vici Kid 
and Shining Leathers, $2.00, $2.50, $300.
Weitzenkarn’s Foremost Shoes, $3.00, 
$3.50, and $4.00, guaranteed to wear.
Women’s Solid Everyday Shoes, $1.35 
and $1.50.
Ladies’ Wool-lined Shoes, 76c., 93c., 
and $1,25. r
Ladies’ . Dress Shoes, $1.26, $1.50, all 
styles.
Ladles’ Extra Fine Sunday Shoes, $2.00, 
$2.50 and $3.00. All leathers and styles.
Im portant Notice.“ The “RED CROSS” Shoes for Ladies 
is sold exclusively'by us. It bends with the foot. Comfort and wear 
guaranteed.
141 H IG H  STREET, 
P O T T ST O W N .W E IT Z E N K O R N ’S,
fUST" POTTSTOWN’S LARGEST SHOE STORE.
----- USE OULBERT’S ----
DIARRHOEA MIXTURE
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
Best Tooth Powdery 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cure, 1C Cents a Bottle.
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT ’
» ■ '  C U LBERT’S  DRUG STORE,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A . , 
C O L L E G E V IL L E
Marble and Granite Works.
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain 
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar­
anteed. Estimates furnished.
M ain  St. Collegeville.
The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis* 
ig medium in the middle section of Montgomery 
Dunty. If you have anything to sell—no matter
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